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How To Use Standard Cost
by JOHN PUGSLEY
Executive Vice President, Tennessee Coal and Iron Division, United States Steel Company,
Birmingham, Ala.

This broad case study which, for its contribution to accounting literature, was awarded the Lybrand Gold Medal for the 1951 -1952 year
and which includes a half -dozen "little case studies" illustrative of
its major points and having intrinsic accounting and operating significance, elaborates on a system of standard costs--extensive and extensively used —in a large industrial company with a wide variety of
products and control problems. It can be said, as a brief comment,
that standard costs are made serviceable to management in the solution of an entire gamut of problems, whether it be in connection
with selling prices, equipment replacement, cost reduction or any of
the many other points at which interpretative costing provide a "leg"
on arriving at an operating decision.

standard cost becomes a bold and daring subject when its disH owcourse isusEdirected
to a group of accounting experts. As a general rule, cost
To

accountants take pride in the effectiveness of their own particular cost system.
The installation of a new system or changes in its structure are usually preceded
by diligent research towards improving management service. For this reason,
many accountants feel that their system provides the ultimate in accounting
service. This paper is in the form of a challenge to those who are content with
the results of their present cost accounting activities. It is an implication that
many accountants are not making full use of the tools at their disposal.
An accounting organization's responsibility to executive management, in a
broad sense, is to provide the financial results of their decisions in the past and
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to furnish the basis for new decisions towards future financial improvement.
The efficient preparation of accounting reports and cursory analyses do not
complete the accountant's responsibility. A statement of results or a statement
of forecasts provides only headlines. There is a story behind each cold figure
on such accounting statements.
Telling the Story Behind the Figures
The accountant is, in a sense, the creator and keeper of these figures. He
knows their origin, their peculiarities, their traits, and is in the best position to
bring them to life with words. These words must tell management what should
be done to obtain a better result on the profit side of the ledger.
It is impractical to assume that the complete story behind each of thousands
of figures can be presented at one time. At this point, the accountant's initiative,
ingenuity and inventiveness is the measure of his success. He must determine
what is most important to each level of management and present the story
clearly, concisely and with conviction. This brings us to the use of standard
costs. A sound standard cost system establishes the pattern for what should
be done and the deviations accentuate the relative importance of the clues to
be followed by the accountant in developing his story for management's
guidance.
Our experience in the use of standard costs is premised on a fully established
and proven system which has been in effect for all of our operations since
1943. We have made many changes and improvements in the use of this
system since its installation. We have reached the point several times where
we felt that we had arrived at the optimum in cost control and cost analysis.
However, new approaches are continually developing. My subject, therefore,
is not as presumptuous as it first appeared.
We have been highly successful in results obtained through specialized
analytical activities and other important applications of standard cost. Our
success is attributed to telling the story behind the figures. I want to pass on
the important applications, which are adaptable to any business, to give the
benefit of our experience.
Before proceeding with a description of our practical applications, I will
mention briefly the scope of our operations. The purpose is so that the reader
may find similarity in some segments of our business which would compare with
his. This will assist in your appraisal of the practical uses to which standard
costs have been applied in our operating division.
The Tennessee Coal and Iron Division, an operating division of the United
1452
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States Steel Company, is a completely integrated steel manufacturing concern.
It embraces mining operations consisting of ore mines, coal mines, a limestone
mine, a zinc mine and a dolomite quarry. The manufacturing operations include
two large primary steel plants with eight batteries of coke ovens, a coal chemicals plant, nine blast furnaces, twenty-one open hearth furnaces and three Bessemer converters. In these plants primary steel is also converted into finished
products in the form of rails and accessories, steel plates, bars and heavy structural shapes. Four finishing plants for other products consist of a sheet mill,
a tin plate mill, a wire and nail manufacturing plant and a rolling mill to produce small volume special bars and shapes. These operations are supplemented
by our own rail transportation system and various auxiliary operations, such as
iron and steel foundries, forge and machine shops, etc.
The combined operating results of these facilities can be displayed in a simple over -all profit and loss statement. However, behind this statement are the
profit and loss results for over 500 product classifications. Within each classification of product are many varied sizes and varied customer specifications.
This combination results in the production of thousands of individual items.
A standard cost system permits the development of costs for each individual item
in the finest detail for each operation and for the cost elements within each
operation. Our five -point approach to the effective use of these detailed standard
costs may be exemplified in the following activities in our division:
I. Analysis of total cost versus selling price.
2. Analysis of standard cost versus total
cost.
3. Studies to improve methods when standards are met.

4. Predetermining the economics of pro posed investments.
S. Forecasting and analysis of financial results.

The subsequent sections of this article will be confined largely to a brief description of these activities, together with supporting case histories.
Total Cost versus Selling Price
The difference between total cost and selling price for individual products is
subject to many fluctuations. There is a story behind this difference for each
product, which can readily be told through the use of standard costs. Standard
costs permit the isolation of cost changes resulting from fluctuations in operating performances.
The remaining factors contributing to an ever - changing cost -sales price relationship are analyzed and reported in our division through the means of a
special analytical activity called "the order analysis program." This program
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comprehends the evaluation and analysis of the effect of technological changes,
specification changes to improve quality, differences in customer requirements
and the study of unprofitable or marginal profit products. I could cite numerous
instances of how our management has been enabled to improve its profit position under this program and also how studies of unprofitable products have
led to cost improvements. I will use two simple case histories to illustrate how
this has been done.
Illustration —Study of Profif on Small Steel Bars
The study of the cost -sales price relationship of small steel bars is a typical
example of how an analysis of this type can result in profit improvement
through a change in production methods. This particular product is produced
at our specialty rolling mill and was selected for study due to its marginal profit
rate. The bars are produced in several sizes and are ordered by customers in
both coils and cut lengths. A preliminary review of the costs disclosed no sufficient variances from standard to indicate possibilities for cost reduction. However, the use of standard costs permitted a very minute analysis in which several
important factors were disclosed. In making this analysis, costs for each specific
size were matched with selling prices for that size. Also, the cost of shearing
into ordered lengths was compared to costs for coiling. Standard costs further
provided for a complete breakdown of costs for specific segments of the production process.
The principal factor disclosed by the complete analysis of this situation was
an added cost for coiling, as compared to shearing, with no difference in sales
price. The sales prices were identical on the premise that when product was
coiled, shearing was not required and the cost of these minor operations would
be approximately the same. On the surface it appeared that a higher sales
price for coiled bars was in order. However, the detailed standard cost information which was accumulated for this study also disclosed why the coiling cost
was greater. It was found that practically all of the excess coiling cost was an
added expense of conveying the material from the rolling facility to the toiler
which was located in another building. The detail available in standards for
this added cost included direct labor involved, time required, and cost of the
conveying facilities.
All of the information assembled in this study was embodied in a formal
written report for management. It was first reviewed with operating management, which is the custom in all sales price studies involving operating conditions. In this case the information available in regard to cost of specific opera1454
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Lions involved in coiling versus shearing enabled operating management to make
a prompt decision to effect cost reduction. A decision was made to rearrange
and relocate the coiling equipment, with a resultant reduction in the size of the
coiling crew. Costs for coiled and sheared product then became approximately
the same, which precluded consideration for an adjustment in sales price.
This case study is intended to show that all of the factors involved were embodied in some segment of the standard costs. We have found this to be true
in a large percentage of our special studies. These conditions dictate special
analyses so that they may come to the attention of management.
Illustration —Study of Loading Practice
Another source of special cost -sales price analyses is the study of customers'
orders. There are times when a customer specifies a practice which is different
from the established standard mill practice. Often these special practices appear
insignificant from a cost standpoint. However, the use of standard cost provides
a ready evaluation of their significance. As an example, one customer ordered
steel bars to be shipped to two different manufacturing locations. A review
of the orders disclosed that customer specifications for blocking and securing
the material in a box car were slightly different for one destination.
Analysis of the detailed standard loading and car blocking costs showed a
higher cost of $2 per ton for material loaded in accordance with the latter
specification. A complete study was prepared in which this condition was
called to the attention of sales management. This study included diagrams
of each loading method, the frequency and volume of customer's specifications
for each practice, the detailed cost for each specific operation and the cost differential on an annual basis. It is particularly important in analyses of this type
to emphasize the cost effect for a long period of time. Without this latter information, a study is incomplete and may not be conducive to prompt consideration.
Upon receipt of the complete story surrounding this situation, sales management contacted the customer involved who, in turn, agreed to accept standard
loading methods for all shipments. The special practice was discontinued at a
cost reduction to our manufacturing division.
The analysis of differences in total cost versus selling prices in our division
has resulted in a very substantial profit improvement. This improvement was
brought about in a large degree through special studies which prompted standardization of our own product specifications, changes in facilities and changes
in production methods. The activity has also provided our accountants with a
vast knowledge of operations and sales policies.
A U G U S T , 19 5 2
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Standard Cost versus Total Cost
Another field selected for discussion of accounting analytical activity is in
connection with the difference between total cost and standard cost. This difference, or cost variance, affords one of the most fertile fields for cost reduction. However, before any action can be taken in this direction, the men in a
position to effect savings must know why and how these differences are created.
In our division cost variances from standard are classified by cause, such as:
Over or under use of labor, efficiency of equipment use or production rate,
delays, good product yield, substitution of facilities and many others.
These variances, by cause, are developed on a daily basis for each mining
and manufacturing process, for the operators' assistance in taking immediate
corrective action. However, while standards are provided in minute detail for
each element of cost within a variance cause, it is unreasonable to ask an operating supervisior to assimilate and evaluate the complete mass of favorable and
unfavorable detail contributing to each major variance cause. This situation
presents a continual challenge to the accounting department. On a daily basis,
the accountant located at the scene of operations can analyze and emphasize the
items contributing to each major variance cause. On a long -term basis, special
analyses are necessary to break down and to isolate the causes which have formed
a definite pattern towards consistent favorable or unfavorable variances. In our
division, we have a planned program for the analysis of these latter items. This
program is a supplement to normal accounting activities and is called the variance analysis program.
In order to briefly illustrate how this special analysis activity provides additional and very necessary service to management, two simple typical case histories
are cited.
Illustration —Use of an Operating Supply in the Tin Mill Operation
This study involves consumption of one of many operating supplies used
in the process of producing tin plate. This particlular supply is called trisodium
phospate and is an agent used to clean steel strip in our electrolytic cleaning
lines.
The standard usage for this supply had been established at 2.40 pounds per
ton of product approximately five years ago, at which time it was considered
equitable based on experienced usage. The actual usage of this material for
a four -year period is shown on Exhibit 1 under the caption "situation prior to
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analysis." The consumption of this material contributed only a very small proportion to the total cost of operating supplies controlled by the superintendent
in charge of the department. For this reason, it was not previously considered
practical to isolate and display its use separately on daily control exhibits.
On a monthly or annual basis, it was noted that the use of this supply gradually increased until it reached a consumption of over five pounds per ton of
product in the year 1950. This increased usage created an unfavorable cost vari,
ance at the rate of $130,000 annually. The increase was accompanied by no particular concern, as the operators realized that certain changes had been made in
production methods which were conductive to the use of more cleaning materials. In order to determine the additional consumption warranted by these
changes a special study was necessary.
The detailed study for a selected base period of three months disclosed that
usage varied from 3.3 pounds per ton on one of the old lines to 7.1 pounds
on the new line. This comparison is made in the tabulation under "findings"
on Exhibit 1. There were also significant differences in usage by individual
foremen responsible for the operation. It was found that two foremen —A and
B—with a lower usage on the old lines, were also comparatively low in their
usage on the new line. Observation of the operation, which is a prerequisite of
a study of this type, disclosed other adverse factors. Among these was the fact
that solution checkers made periodic checks of the solution concentration to
indicate when new solution should be added. However, line operators in some
cases made additions without regard to results of tests. Also, it was disclosed
that the condition of scrubber brushes affected cleaning powder consumption.
The completed study of this situation was presented to mill management
personnel in a concise comprehensive report which permitted them to take definite corrective action. In order to give current appraisal of the situation, the
accounting department supplemented daily cost controls to show consumption
by operating unit and by foremen. Through efforts of the operating department,
the savings on this project are at the rate of $113,000 annually, based on the
first ten months of measurement. A tabulation of consumption for a recent
month at the bottom of Exhibit 1 accentuates the results of these efforts. The
actual average consumption for each foreman and each slow speed line is now
below standard. However, further improvement is indicated.
The savings in this case have been accomplished by maintaining the cleaning
solution at a standard practice concentration. In addition, the condition of the
scrubber brushes is given closer and more constant inspection to assure replacement when necessary to improve efficiency. Other changes in equipment are in
A U G U S T , 19 32
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CA S E

STU D Y - S TA N D A R D

CO S T

VE R S U S T O T A L

COST

PROJECT TITLE - Tri- Sodium Phosphate Usage - Electrolytic Cleaning Lines.
SITUATION PRIOR TO ANALYSIS
USAGE - POUNDS PER TON OF STEEL CLEANED

1949
1950

b 4 000
19 000
73 000
130 000

2.52
2.95
4.58
5.37

2.40
2.40
2.40
2.40

1947
1948•

UNFAVORABLE
VARIANCE AMOUNT

ACTUAL

STANDARD

'

YEAR

' Changes in operating practice were made during 1948.
FINDINGS
USAGE DURING BASE PERIOD (3 Months) - POUNDS PER N.T. OF STEEL CLEANED
SLOW SPEED LINES

A

B
C
D
OTHERS
TOTAL

1

HIGH SPEED
L I NE

TOTAL

2

9

3.8
3.4
5.2
5.0
4.8

3.6
3.3
4.7
4.4
4.9

4.1
3.4
3.9
4.7
3.7

3.9
3.8
4.2
3.9
3.5

3.8
3.5
4.6
4.5
4.4

4.5

4.1

4.1

3.9

4.2
4.9

1

4

AVG. ALL LINES

6.2
6.4
6.7
6.6
7.1
i

FOREMAN

.6.6

All Foreman and each line reflected a consumption above the standard of 2.40 pounds / N.T.

RESULTS
Average usage has been decreased to 2.7 pounds per net ton of product with savings at the rate of
$113,000 after ten months of measurement. This has been the result of equipment changes and concentrated emphasis on economy in material usage.
c -. t. r

T

mc: cTcrt r i F A U r n
HIGH
L I NE
SPEED

SLOW SPEED LINES
FOREMAN
1

A
B
C
D

2.1
1.2
1.2
2.2

1

2

3

3.8
2.2
2.1
2.7

1.9
2.0
1.2
2.7

1 /
1.7
1.1
1.2
1.5

1

TOTAL

2.2
1.6
1.4
2.3

5.8
4.1
3.3
5.4

4.6
1.9
1.9
1.3
1.6
2.3
TOTAL
2.7
AVG. ALL LINES
Every slow speed line and each foreman with the exception of foreman A on line 2 now reflects a usage below
standard. It is also indicated that the High Speed Line is susceptible to greater consumption which may require
different standards for this unit.

EXHIBIT 1

process, including a mechanical feeding device for cleaning powder. These
changes are expected to further improve the savings. In the meantime, no
changes will be made in standard allowance for this supply until it has been
determined that maximum efficiency has been attained.
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Illustration — Rolling Mill Prime Product Yield
Another case study which exemplifies the analytical advantage to be gained
from the use of standard costs is our study of prime product yield in one of our
rolling operations. This operation is used to produce eleven major classifications of finished steel bars of various shapes. Within each classification the
product sizes range from one to forty -five.
During a seven -month period, the average yield or recovery of prime finished
product amounted to 90.20 per cent of primary steel rolled, against a standard
of 90.80 per cent. This created an unfavorable cost variance at the rate of
$30,000 annually. The daily, weekly and monthly standard yield and actual
performances were subject to fluctuations which were influenced by the frequency
and volume of product classifications and sizes produced. The tabulation under
"findings" on Exhibit 2 will provide some concept of how volumes and product admixture could affect day -to -day average standards and the deviations in
actual performance. These varying factors were also augmented by differences
in performnce by individual operating crews. This situation called for an
analysis of actual results against standards for each product classification during
a period of sufficient length to include all products normally rolled.
The pattern for a practical analytical procedure in this case was again provided by a standard cost system. The standards for each product and size were
available to accountants to arrange into numerous combinations of measurement
in order to isolate specific causes of deviations. The study was pursued step by
step to the finest detail. Overall performance was first broken down by product
classifications. Within each product classification, yield performance was analyzed by product size, by relationship to the original size of primary steel bars
rolled, by volumes rolled at one time, by operating crews and by operating
turns. The correlation of these data, supplemented by observations of various
operating practices gave management the basis for a systematic and scientific
approach towards improvement.
Mill management used this study as a guide to direct increased supervision
to crews with lowest performance. Other adverse factors disclosed are being
acted upon. These include minor mechanical deficiencies and somewhat unscientific means of providing the most economical size of primary steel bar for
rolling into various lengths of finished product. The results of initial efforts
are reflected in a measured savings at the rate of $40,000 annually after five
months of measurement.
The foregoing case histories are only two of more than a hundred similar
A U G U S T , 19 32
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CASE

ST UD Y- ST ANDARD

COST VERSUS T OT AL

COST

PROJECT TITLE - Rolling Mill Prime Product Yield
SITUATION PRIOR TO ANALYSIS
During a seven month period the average yield or recovery of prime finished product amounted to 90.20% of
primary steel rolled against 0 Standard of 90.80 %. This created an unfavorable variance at the rate of
$30.000 Annually.
FINDING
i

ODl 1N

PRODUCT
CLASSIFICATION

STANDARD

PRODUCT

90.25
90.50
9425
92.00
87.85
87.85
90.90
90.85
91.15
88.25
90.65
90

B
C
D
E
F
G
H
1
J
K
TOTAL

1!-T

!! D N

I D

AMOUNT OF COST

ANNUAL
PRODUCTION

ACTUAL

NET TONS

84.10
89.60
92.10
87.10
85.35
82.40
90.85
90.35
91.10
89.55
89,Z5
90.

9 250
43 100
11 250
4 000
3 975
900
6 625
2 375
53 850
2 100
1

ANNUALL Y

VARI ANCE
•

PERCENT PRIME
PRODUCT YIELD

FABORABLE

UNFAVORABL E

16 000
10 000
6 000
5200
2 500
1 700
100
1 400
13 000
1 000

Detailed analyses of individual sizes within each item exhibited above disclosed many factors which
were conducive to immediate corrective action.
R
Action by the operators has resulted in above Stan or yields with improvement in cost performance at the
rate of $40,000 annually after five months of measurement.
EXPERIENCE IN A RECENT MONTH -AFTER ANALYSIS •- YIELD BY PRODUCT GROUP
PRODUCT
CLASSIFICATION

90.50
94.25
92.00
87.85
87.85
90.90
91.15

VARIANCE - ANNUAL LY
FAVORABLE

ACTUAL

STANDARD

PRODUCT
B
C
D
E
F
G
1
JbK

RATE OF COST

PERCENT PRIME
PRODUCT YI ELD

(Nona F roduC.d)
92.25
93.90
93.80
86.75
80.60
91.85
92.50
Non. oduced

2 100
3 800
1300
5 000
3 500
24100

9135

TOTAL

RATE 0 COST YARIANCE-ANKUAL LY

YIELD PERCENT
PRIOR TO
ANALYSIS

CREW
NUMBER

STANDARD

2
3
TOTAL

UNF AVORABLE

7 900

1

90.90
90.65
90.85
90.80

ACT AL

.25
90.35
90.00
90.20

RECENT MONTH
AFTER ANAL YSIS

PRIOR ro ANALYSIS RECENT MONTH

STA DAR

9.25
91.25
91.45
91.35

91.55
92.35
92.75
92.25

1

_

UNF AVORABLE
AMOUNT

FAYORABLE
AMOUNT

11000
5 000
14000
30 000

1000
12 500
17 500
31 000

_

It will be noted that prior to analysis oil crews performed below standard and all products except two reflected a sub - standard yield. The results for a recent month exhibited above show that all crews are now
performing above standard and only three products are reflecting a sub - standard yield. There is also an
improvement in yield for product "I" which had reflected a favorable yield before analysis.
EXHI BI T 2

studies which have been released to management since the inauguration of our
special variance analysis activity. The current measured savings on all variance
analysis projects is now at a very substantial rate.
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How to Improve Costs When Standards Are Met
At this point the question may arise as to what the accountants' responsibilities
are in the event that standards are consistently met. This brings us to another
phase of cost reduction endeavor, in which the accountant with this standard
cost data can play an important part. This phase is a study of operating methods
to effect improvements.
Our operating management, including industrial engineers and metallurgists,
are continually exploring possibilities for product and cost improvements
through changes in methods of production. However, we have had no definite
organized joint accounting and operating programs to pursue this phase until
recently. The accountant's contribution in the past has been in the form of
information disclosed through our special analytical activities. At present we
do not have a full knowledge of the details in which the accountant can consistently contribute to methods improvement. However, the accounting organization is now engaged in an experimental program involving the use
electronic computing equipment to more thoroughly analyze operating and
metallurgical data. This program appears to have infinite method improvement
possibilities. Our first approach encompasses the tabulation of metallurgical and
operating data related to the production of steel in an open hearth furnace.
The operating and metallurgical departments have for many years recorded
vital factors related to the production of a heat of steel. These factors are primarily quantities of material used, furnace preparation, working time, and total
elapsed time between the pouring of a heat into molds until the succeeding
heat is poured. During this latter period many materials and chemicals are
added to the molten steel at various intervals, depending on the desired quality.
Various tests are also made to determine the chemical analysis and the results
recorded. All of these related variable factors have an effect on the elapsed time
for the completion of a heat of steel and produce variations in quality. These
data are available for hundreds of specifications and are impractical to correlate
by manual methods. We propose to correlate and analyze these recordings
through the use of electronic computers.
The magnitude of this computing operation may be brought out by the preliminary calculations necessary for a trial application. This involves approximately 1,250 heats covering ten different specifications and includes eleven
variables for each heat. The computations necessary to complete this correlation
of variables are estimated to exceed 400,000. A thorough analysis of this type,
on a day -to -day basis which is our objective, would be almost impossible by
the use of manual methods.
AUGUST, 1952
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CASE

ST UDY - I N V E S T M E N T

AN AL YS IS

S U B J E C T : Proposed Installation of High Speed Rotary Electric Drilling Equipment.
Investment Cost - $100,000.

BASIS

Net Tons Required Per Year. Normal Volume level

.082
.002
.008
.096
.005
.002
.012
.013

$

.220

41 000
1 000
4000
4B000
2 500
1 000
6000
6 500
110ODO

ANNUAL
SAVINGS

46 500
1 500
5000
2000
2 500
500
4000
2 000•

S60 ON)
60.0%

-

-

E .340
S 170 D00
Before Income Taxes

STANDARD COST
PROPOSED EQUIPMENT
PER KT.
DOLLARS

$

87 5DO
2 500
9ODO
50000
5 000
1 500
10ODD
4 500

500 000

$

$

$

TOTAL COSTS AFFECTED
RETURN ON INVESTMENT OF 1100,000

.175
.005
.018
.100
.010
.003
.020
.009

,220

CH AN GE

$

FINANCIAL

STANDARD CAST
PRESENT EQUIPMENT
PER N.T.
DOLLARS

Direct Labor Costs
Wage Vacation
S.S. Taxes, Penslans, Ins.
Explosives
Operating Tools & Supplies
Electric Current
Ropolrs& Maintenance
Depr. 8 Ad Valorem Taxes.

PROPOSED

,340

500 000

$

ESTIM ATED

PRESENT
$

Drilling and Shooting Cost Per Ton
The costs shown rail act present standard costs an an out.ofpocket basis and a projxtion of standards for the Proposed
equipment. These ore detailed below.

• Indicates Red Figure

EXHI BI T 3

Our thinking in this program is that the many variables will form a pattern
which can be used successfully by operators on a daily basis to improve quality
and to reduce production time. This would subsequently result in revised
standards and cost reduction. It can be stated at this point that the mere knowledge of this study which is in progress has prompted action to reduce "heat
time." Operators at mill levels have initiated efforts to improve the preparation of certain classes of scrap, so that larger quantities may be loaded into
individual charging pans. This reduces the number of pans of scrap required
to complete a furnace load, thereby reducing delays in charging or loading a
furnace.
After a thorough exploration of these principles and experience in using
high speed computing equipment, our accountants have many similar applications to make in other processes.
The Use of Standards in Connection with Investments
In our division, standards play an important part in determining the economics of proposed future investment. These investments fall into one of
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several major classifications. The first of these covers replacement of worn -out
or obsolete facilities, a necessity to maintaining production capacity. The other
major classes are considered desirable rather than necessary and comprehend
capital expenditures for facilities which would enable ( 1 ) a reduction of product costs, ( 2 ) changes in product mix to meet customer requirements, (3) desired increases in steel producing capacity, and (4) improvements in operating
conditions from the standpoint of safety, sanitation or welfare. Management
must be provided with sound information on the expected future financial
effect of the proposals before it is in position to make sound decisions. It is,
therefore, customary to prepare a statement of estimated financial change for
use by management in connection with each major appropriation request of a
desirable nature.
Standard costs are used extensively in the development of the financial change
statement. The realistic development of these statements requires that values
be expressed in terms of long -range averages with respect to operating conditions, level of operations, and relationships with other integral operations.
Standard costs meet these requirements, since these terms are the basic considerations on which standards are developed.
Often, in the development of this type of statement for management, we
are concerned with relatively small segments of the total producing cost of a
product. By the use of standard costs, it is possible to isolate these cost elements
quickly and to determine the basic factors and conditions which influence them.
In cases in which the proposed investment is predicated on reduction of cost
alone, the standards provide a ready answer to the first phase of the problem,
i. e., what are our present costs for doing this job?
These same standards and the basic information from which they were
developed are valuable in the determination of the second phase which defines
the comparable cost picture which could be expected if the proposal were
adopted. Industrial engineers, operators, and accountants collaborate in the
integration of new speed factors, changes in production methods, new yields
and changes in labor requirements into the existing standards. These factors
are based on the engineering specifications for new equipment and a well
defined pre - planned operating pattern.
The follow - through phase of investment analysis comprehends a comparison
of actual results attained with those which were anticipated. These comparisons
continue on a calendar quarter basis until it is considered that results are indicative of those which may be expected to obtain in the future. The standard
cost system plays an important part in this work also. Explanations of cost
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variances by cause provide, in many cases, the answers to deviations between
estimated and actual results for the new facility.
Illustration— Purchase of Electric Rotary Drilling Equipment
Exhibit 3 shows a case history illustrating the use of standard costs in investment analysis work. The purpose of this case study was to determine the
financial return which might be expected if high speed rotary electric drills
were purchased for use in place of comparatively low capacity pneumatic drills.
The drilling is required in the blasting operation at a dolomite quarry. The
high speed rotary electric drills would be used to drill holes 6" in diameter,
vertically from the top of the quarry wall down to a maximum depth of 70
feet. Four -inch diameter holes are driven horizontally in the quarry walls to
a maximum of twenty feet with the pneumatic drills now used.
Reference to Exhibit 3 indicates that determination of the annual cost of
operating the pneumatic drills requires little more than a careful review of
standard costs. Although there are several functions required in the production
of metallurgical dolomite, in addition to the drilling and blasting operation,
the standard for each of these functions is developed by cost element. A careful
screening of the standard costs in the drilling and blasting function enables a
separation of the affected costs, or those costs which would change on a company -wide basis, from the fixed or continuous costs for which no change on
a company -wide basis would be expected. These out -of- pocket unit costs are
then multiplied by the normal annual requirements to determine the total
annual cost when using present methods.
The standard costs reflecting use of the new high speed rotary electric drills
are established by the integration of new size and speed factors in the drilling
standards, new size and quantity factors in the explosive standards, and new
life factors in drill steel and bit standards. The integration of these new factors
by industrial engineering and operating personnel and their evaluation by the
accounting personnel complete the development of the standards for affected
elements of cost when using the proposed new equipment. These estimated
standard costs, projected to an annual basis and together with depreciation
determined by the assignment of a standard life to the proposed equipment,
indicate an estimated total annual cost when using the proposed high speed
rotary electric drills.
The difference in the present and proposed annual standard cost of drilling
and blasting normal requirements is the financial change we may expect if the
expenditure is authorized. This annual return, expressed as a percentage of the
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required investment, provides the yardstick by which the financial merit of
this proposal may be compared with that of other investment proposals.
Illustration — Replacement of Steam Crane by Diesel Crane
Another case history may serve to illustrate the advantages of standard costs
in investment analysis in a company engaged in many and varied operations.
Our case study this time may be followed by reference to Exhibit 4. The basic
conditions for consideration are briefly as follows:
Three steam locomotive cranes, one of which is worn out and subject to
replacement, are used in stocking and recovering coal at the by- product coke
plant. Diesel locomotive cranes are used for stocking and recovering iron ore
and stone at the primary steel producing plants. It is desirable to determine
the comparative economics of replacing the worn -out steam crane with another
steam crane — replacement in kind —or of replacing with a diesel locomotive
crane. Standard cost per operating hour for the two types of cranes performing
similar functions is available. The study involves the combining of two primary differentiating factors which are ( 1 ) a difference in standard operating
cost per unit of time and (2 ) a substantial difference in the required investment.
The use of standard costs in this second case study in the area of investment
is essentially the same as that in the study previously reviewed except that, in
this latter case, the standards had been previously established for both sides
of the picture. Obviously the extreme advantages offered in the standard cost
system in cases of this sort stem from the careful sifting of experience in cost
and operating data essential to the establishment of standards which will reflect
the average of results which can be expected.
Small segments of widely different operations are alike in our company.
The use of standard costs in investment analysis enables realization of the full
benefits from this condition.
In brief, the standard cost system not only enables the development of appropriation analysis statements on a sound basis comprehending long -range
averages for conditions and operating volumes, but it also expedites the work
to a degree unlikely of attainment without standard costs.
Forecasting and Analysis of Financial Results
The standard cost system, with its supplemental activities, provides an accurate
and expeditious means of developing and analyzing financial results "before the- fact." Our executive management stresses the importance of pre - planning
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C ASE

S T U D Y - I N V E S T ME N T

AN A LYS IS

SUBJECT: Replacement of a Steam Locomotive Crane (Present Day Cost - $44,000) with a Diesel Locomotive
Crane (Present Day Cost - $93,000).

BASIS
12 600

Equipment to be Used- Hours
Present; 3 Steam Cranes
Proposed: 2 Steam Cranes
. 1 Diesel Crone

12 600
8 400
4200

-

-

Crone Hours Operated Per Year Either in the Stocking or Recovery of Cool
w in Turning Coal Stock Piles to Prevent Combustion

STANDARD OUT -OF- POCKET OPERATING COST PER CRANE HOUR
COST

D I ESEL

E L E M E N T
C RA NES

Direct Labor
Repairs and Maintenance Materials
Fuels Liquid Gasoline
Diesel Oil
-Solid
Washed Coal
Electric Current
Water
Lubricants
Operating Tools Crane Coble,
Ot 1er
Operating Supplies
S.S. Tozer, Pensions, Insurance
TOTAL

$ 3.250
1.240
,036
,220

-

-

-

-

$ 6.000
1.530

-

-

1,305
.196
.020
.002
,175
.550
.122
.600

-

E S T I MAT ED

CRA N S

FINANCIAL

.190
,090
.260
.708
,321
1

C H AN G E
STAN D AR D C OS T PE R YE AR
DI F F E RE NC E

1 D I ES EL

132 300

88 200
26 525

2 375
1117 IDO

IN F A V OR

44 100
26 525•

2 375*
1 15 200
31.0%

-

-

%

S 132300

$

2 STEAM,

$

Steam Creno Casts $10.500 Per Hour
Diesel Crane Costs$ 6.315 Per Hour
Deer. and Ad Valorem Taxes Above
In Kind"
TOTAL ITEMS AFFECTED
Return Before Income Taxes Investment Above
Replacement "In Kind" ($49,000)

USI NG

3 STEAM,
0 D I ESEL

$

USI NG

Indicates Red Figure

EXHIBIT 4

profits and, to this end, standard costs are utilized to the fullest extent. The
accounting department, acting as the coordinating agent, provides for the use
of executives both short -term and long -term forecasts of profit. Full cooperation
of sales, operating, accounting and other functions is essential to assure realistic
projections of expected results. Briefly, "before- the - fact" profit information
furnished our executives consists of:
I. An estimate of the current month's profit
submitted on the twenty -fourth of each
month. Analyses accompanying the estimate point out the contributing factors
to changes in results from the previous
month, which affords an opportunity for
some measure of corrective action in the
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the minute" information for checking the
following month's operating plans. This
is of particular advantage at plant and
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ment of the monthly estimates of production and costs on about the twentieth of the month.
2. A forecast of profit for the succeeding
year, submitted about November I,
which apprises executives of the financial outlook of planned operations for
the coming year.

A series of forecasts of profit, maintained
on a current basis, for various reduced levels of operation. Forecasts
represent a recorded plan of use of direct and indirect labor, materials, supplies and facilities in producing the pre planned sales of products in each operation of the company at each of the
levels.

Illustration— Developing the Annual Profit Forecast
Procedures for developing and analyzing these forecasts are somewhat similar,
so, to illustrate the uses of standard costs, we will construct an annual forecast
of profit as it is accomplished in our division. The forecast is predicated, naturally, on the expected market demand for our products. A forecast of sales by
products establishes the forecast load for each of our finishing operations.
By the application of standard yield and practice factors, the production of
steel, in the form of ingots, is determined, and, from this, the requirements
of pig iron, ore, stone and coal are developed. All of this is essential preliminary sales and production data, developed jointly by sales, operating and
accounting departments. Sales return is forecast by applying current sales prices
by products to forecast sales tonnages.
From here on to the completion of the forecast of profit, standard costs
play a most important role and provide accuracy and information not obtainable
with an actual cost system. Cost of sales is developed by applying current standard cost of individual products to the forecast tonnage of these products. This
represents the cost of sales which may be expected to be maintained over a
long period at current labor rates and prices of purchased goods and services.
The difference between sales return and this cost, or gross profit at standard
cost, is free of the effect of periodic cost fluctuations created by unusual items
of cost or variations in the volume level of production. From this profit figure,
analyses by comparison with any period of actual experience or previous forecasts are drawn. The true effect of changes in profit resulting from volume of
sales, mix of products, changes in product prices, changes in standard cost, may
be isolated. Further, since gross profit at standard is developed by products,
causes for the foregoing overall changes may be assigned to products.
Costs are determined by forecasting variances from standard by operations.
Here again, the departmental superintendent and accounting supervisor of
each operation, having been furnished the forecast production, collaborate in
establishing use of facilities, production schedules, labor quotas, etc., in order
that the variance from standard product cost of the operations may be evaluated
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by the accountant. Variances are forecast by classified causes in the same detail
in which a month's actual results are reported, i.e., use of producing labor,
production rate expressed as labor performance or various classifications of
delays, yield or practice, repairs and maintenance, use of various utilities and
supplies, use of facilities, volume effect, etc. Major variances from standard are
explained by the operators. At this time, months prior to the fact, these departmental supervisors are apprised by cause of the off - standard effect of their
plan of operations. They are also aware that these facts will be passed on to
their plant management and then become a part of the analysis of the forecast
when presented to executive management.
Annual forecasts are developed by calendar quarters. After the close of each
quarter, comparisons of actual results with those forecast are prepared in each
operation and the line of reporting parallels the forecast. Again, in this case,
the simplicity and accuracy of analyzing costs developed as variances from
standard is a distinct advantage.
Conclusion
Industry has experienced a vast and rapid technological change in the past
twenty years. More and more emphasis is being placed on increased production
at higher speeds, coupled with the ever - insistent demands for improvement
in the quality of products. Complex machinery has replaced hand skills and
precision instruments are taking the place of human judgment. This advancement is confronting management with multiple intricate problems in engineering, labor relations, customer relations and last, but not least, government
regulations. The situation compels a radical change in cost accounting, so that
current and more frequent results based on more accurate measurement will
become available for management decisions.
The standard cost system provides a means to meet the demands of modern
industry. However, its success or failure is in the hands of the accountant. He
is best fitted to interpret the results of its most intricate applications. Its successful use demands that more aggressive emphasis be placed on analytical
activities. The requirements for more and specialized analytical activity does
not necessarily mean more accounting manpower. It has been our experience
that mechanization of routine clerical work, systems studies and clerical cost
control surveys have enabled us to shift personnel to analytical activities in order
to get the most out of our standard cost system.
In closing, I want to re- emphasize one point. The standard cost system was
not designed to make accountants out of operators, sales managers and top
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executives. It places the burden on the accountant —it gives him a precision
tool with which he can stabilize his position as a part of the management team.
He must use it effectively in order to assume his proper share of management
responsibility.
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Cost Accounting Potentials of Statistical Methods
by CARL E. NOBLE
Superintendent, Customer Acceptance Laboratories, Kimberly Clark Corporation, Neenah, Wisconsin

The essentially practical nature of the phenomenon known as frequency distribution and its usefulness in cost control, together with
the theory and serviceability of the statistical process of sampling,
occupy attention in this article, as well as the employment of both
concepts in the devising of shortcuts in certain types of original
physical data recording. Four illustrative charts are introduced by the
author.

methods involve a study of the variation in the measurements
produced by a process. If one is able to predict precisely the results emanating from his operations, then statistical methods are unnecessary. For example, the laws of the solar system allow the astronomer to predict to a split
second the time of a solar eclipse. The variation in his prediction is nil. Many
scientific laws which allow such exact predictions could be enumerated.
However, the individual in the industrial world seldom has available comparable laws for his processes. The papermaker may control with uncanny
ability all of the variables contributing to the production of a roll of paper, yet
he cannot predict precisely the bursting strength of the paper. Even though
the cost accountant possesses all of the pertinent knowledge concerning the
personnel, material, and equipment used in the manufacture of a product, he
cannot predict exactly the cost per item of manufacturing the product next
month or the number of items which will be manufactured during the month.
Statistical methods are applicable where the predictions and the measurements are subject to variation. Inadequate interpretations generally fail to consider all of the uncontrollable variables which contribute to the cost figures to
make them only estimates of performance of the actual operations. Since a zero
variation is the exception rather than the rule, how large a variation should
be tolerated before some action is deemed necessary? This important question
can usually be answered in a scientific manner with the statistical approach.
just how statistical methods help in such problems will be introduced with an
example.

S

TATISTICAL

An Example of a Frequency Distribution
A coin tossing process is considered. if 40 coins are tossed into the air, in
an unbiased manner, the number of heads which will turn up cannot be pre1470
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dieted with certainty. However, if a study is made of this coin tossing operation, the probability that the number of heads will take a given value can be
stated. Say that you and John Jones each puts 20 silver dollars into a bowl
to be mixed and tossed unbiasedly into the air by Mr. Jones. You will pick up
all of the coins turning up heads. Twenty heads are expected to turn up on the
average. What would you do if only 17 heads turn up? Or 15 heads? Have
you been cheated? Your decision too frequently depends entirely upon subjective evaluation, how you feel or how hard pressed you are for money, and not
upon a knowledge of the coin tossing process and probabilities connected with it.
Probability theory gives the exact probabilities of getting 17, 15 or any number of heads in an unbiased coin tossing process. Such information will greatly
aid in judgment as to the honesty of the coin tossing. Exhibit 1 gives the probability of various numbers of heads turning up when 40 coins are tossed into
the air. This distribution of the numbers might be thought of as giving the
portions of heads which turn up when 40 coins are tossed into the air an infinite
number of times.
In the process of tossing 40 coins, the probabilities are 0.215 that 17 or fewer
heads, and 0.077 that 15 or fewer heads will turn up by chance. With this
information, you would never become too much concerned if only 17 heads
out of 40 were to turn up on a single toss. Such a number is quite reasonable.
However, what action would you take if only 10 heads were to turn up when
Mr. Jones tosses the 40 coins? This few number of heads turns up by chance
only one time in a thousand. Therefore, you would be justified in acting
quickly in such a case. As Paul Peach might say, "If you shot Mr. Jones when
10 or fewer heads turn up, you would seldom be shooting an honest man."
These measurements of the number of heads could be thought of as the
measurements of weights of paper, the numbers of tractors produced daily, or
the cost of maintining a certain machine monthly. The measurements of these
items vary, even though the processes producing them remain normal. It is possible to study the variations in these measurements and assign probabilities of
obtaining certain values, just as in the case of coin tossing. A knowledge of
these probabilities greatly facilitates the problem of deciding on the basis of
one or more measurements when the process is abnormal. The necessity of
using subjective judgment alone for such decisions is thus eliminated.

Control Chart Isolates Variations Needing Attention
Before presenting examples of applications of statistical methods to quality
and cost, the coin tossing process will be pursued one step further. A control
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EXHIBIT 1

chart is offered which might aid in forming judgment as to the honesty of the
coin tossing process. The primary problem is that of setting control limits
beyond which a measurement falls by thane only rarely, when the process is
operating normally. Exhibit 1, already presented, gives the pattern of the
process. It can be seen that the probability is approximately 0.008 that 12 or
fewer heads will turn up by chance. It may be desired to set the lower control
limit at 12.5. If a measurement falls below this point, action should be taken
on the process. The action could be that of tossing the coins oneself, making
a thorough investigation, or discontinuing the process. The control chart system
dictates that some action must be taken when the limits are exceeded. An upper
limit could be set at 27.5, since the probability is approximately 0.008 that 28
or more heads will be obtained by chance causes alone.
Exhibit 2 is a control chart showing the number of heads obtained when 40
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coins were tossed 25 different times. The 0.008 probability limits are shown
as dotted lines. It should be emphasized that the measurements of the number
of heads shown in Exhibit 2 were obtained by tossing the same 40 coins each
time in the same manner. The variation in the measurement is due to chance
causes. In a similar manner, chance variations exist in the cost of producing an
item day -to -day or month -to- month, even though the basic factors influencing
the cost remain constant. To be concerned about a monthly cost being high
without some knowledge of the probability of such a cost occurring by chance
alone, leaves much to be desired. To complain to an operator about costs
beyond his control merely dulls his interest in costs which are within his control.
There are many examples in quality control showing the harmful effects of
control limits so narrow that the normal process variation puts from 10 per
cent to 50 per cent of the measurements outside. As a practical matter, operators
are forced to ignore such narrow specifications in order to get out production.
This leaves them without any controls and often allows very poor operations to
go undetected. How much wiser it is to learn the nature of the frequency distribution normally characterizing the measurements and thus be able to set reasonable control limits. If the basic variation pattern indicates that the limits must
be set wider than desired, then a fundamental change must be made in the
process itself.

Using a Control to Keep Waste Within Limits
The control chart is proving to be the most effective method yet found
for presenting quality data on a production line. It can serve as valuably in the
presentation and interpretation of cost data. A control chart used to aid in the
daily control of waste in a section of one department is shown as Exhibit 3•
The standard number of pounds of waste in this section was 300 pounds pet
day. A study of the normal variability in the manufacturing operation revealed
that the probability was approximately 0.5 that the number of pounds of waste
would be either greater than 331 pounds or less than 269 pounds. In statistical
terminology, these are - called two standard deviation (2Q) limits. If the process
is operating nomally, then roughly 95 per cent of the measurements fall within
the 2v control limits on the average (5 per cent fall outside these limits). Below
the chart in Exhibit 3 is given a breakdown of the total pounds of waste by operations. The 20 control limits are shown for each operation. It is sometimes
worthwhile to designate on control charts the pounds of waste by operations.
Here they are merely circled if the figures are either above the upper control
limit or below the lower control limit.
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The waste in the operating section used for illustration was quite high before
the control chart was employed. The chart focused attention on high waste as it
occurred and the breakdown below the chart showed where the waste occurred.
The operators were able to clearly associate high waste with certain raw materials and operating procedures. Even more important, as the operators observed
improvement in waste performance, they were motivated to strive to reduce
waste still further. Improvement brought about by the operators with the aid
of the control chart is apparent. In fact, later charts showed that the standard
of 300 pounds should be reduced.
When a process is largely out of control, as that shown in Exhibit 3, the
control limits play a smaller part than they do after the process stabilizes at a
particular level. The limits then have their greatest opportunity to indicate when
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EXHIBIT 2

to take action on the process and when to leave it alone. It may be seen that
the control limits are sufficiently narrow to keep the operation from getting far
out of hand before the control chart would indicate the necessity of action.
The limits for these waste figures were obtained in this case by studying the
variation in the waste measurements on consecutive days.
The Problem of Sampling
The cost accountant should also understand the problems connected with sampling. Many of the measurements forming the basis of his cost system are
samples of some "population." What inferences can be made about population
by a study of the sample? If a European comes to the United States and visits
only New York City, he probably draws conclusions about the people of the
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United States from those he meets in New York City. The conclusions may be
valid if they deal with the type of clothes worn in the United States but they
certainly would be of limited value if they should be concerned with political
opinions in the United States. Election results here have provided illustrations
of samples drawn from one population and inferences from them about another
population. (Popular parlance would refer to these populations as different portions of the same population. Statistically, however, they were distinct "populations.") A merely large sample does not insure the precision of an estimate.
All too often, samples of costs on one machine are used as the basis for
making inferences about cost throughout a mill. Or the moisture in a roll of
paper is determined by measuring the moisture of the paper near the outside
of the roll. These are examples of sampling a particular population and making
inferences about a more general population. The conclusions reached may be
valid by this method. Yet one must realize the shortcomings of such a procedure and be on guard, for almost anything can be "proved" by statistics, providing the sample is drawn from a particular segment of a population and inferences
are made about the general population on the basis of this sample. Too often
statistical methods are used as an intoxicated man uses a lamp post —for support
rather than for illumination.
The most refined methods of analysis and interpretation are of no avail if
they are based upon unreliable measurements. The cost accountant must be alert
for errors in the measuring and recording of cost data. If cost figures are not
accurately measured and recorded, then the monthly costs cannot be accurate.
It is being found wise to set up simple checks upon cost measurements all the
way up the line. Such checks can pay dividends. To try to find the causes
for large discrepancies at the end of a month may involve plenty of money,
time, and steam.

Advantages Obtained by Sampling
Sampling often creates problems but it may be employed to advantage also.
There are instances in which as many as ten thousand rolls of paper are produced a month and every roll is weighed. Is it necessary to weigh every roll
in order to obtain an estimate of the total number of pounds of paper produced?
If the individual rolls are being sold by weight, then every roll would probably
have to be weighed. However, it is a waste of time in some cases to weigh
more than one out of five or one out of ten of the rolls, if interest centers only
on a weekly or monthly total.
The difference between the average roll weight of one -fifth of the rolls and
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the average roll weight of all of the rolls is often small compared with biases
representing inaccuracies in the weighing scales, in moisture tests, and in operators' weighing techniques. It is much wiser to spend money in checking such
items as scale weights and operators' weighing techniques and less on the weighing itself. Thus, basing cost and production upon a sample rather than a complete coverage, frequently gives more accurate cost data. However, one must
make certain that the rolls weighed are randomly selected from all rolls produced. If only end rolls in a set are weighed, then the weights obtained may not
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EXHIBIT 3

be representative of all roll weights. This would be another case of sampling a
particular population and making inferences from it about a more general
po p u l a t i o n .

Recording Physical Data in Frequency Distribution Form
A few accounting staffs are now taking advantage of the simplifications which
can be brought about by recording cost data in distribution form. Consider an
example in which a paper mill is recording to 1/ 8 of a pound the weights of all
the rolls (small) produced, where the weights vary from 30 to 33 pounds.
These weights look like this: 311/ 8, 321/4, 323/8, etc. An office clerk adds all of
these numbers together for a day to get the total pounds of production and
divides this total by the number of rolls to get average daily roll weight. To
take care of three paper machines, it required about two hours and fifteen minutes a day of the clerk's time.
Modifications were made in the procedure. It was first found that weighing
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one out of 5 rolls would supply the necessary precision in roll weights. Secondly, the weights were recorded to the nearest 1/4 pound on a tally sheet.
The tally of 90 roll weights is shown in Exhibit 4, along with a short method
of calculating the average of the weights. The average weight is guessed to be
close to 313/4 pounds. The "u" value corresponding to 313/4 is 0, to 32 is —1,
to 311/2 is —1, etc. The products of the "u's" and the frequencies, "f," are
obtained in the last column and summed to — 2 2 . The ratio of — 2 2 and total
frequency 90 is multiplied by 1/4, the size of the interval. This resulting quantity is then added to the 313/4 to give an average of 31.689 pounds. The total
number of rolls produced, 460, is found by tallying the number of skids of 50
rolls each and the number of extra rolls. An estimate of the total pounds produced is 460 times 31.689 or 14576.94 pounds.
To carry through this procedure for the three machines required about fifteen
minutes of a clerk's time, compared with two hours and fifteen minutes by the
previous method. Other examples could be given to show where considerable
time is saved by tallying cost data in frequency distribution form and using
short methods of calculation.
An Aid to the Early Flagging of Dangers
In this discussion, it has been attempted to introduce some of the benefits
which might be expected from applying statistical theory to cost accounting.
The statistical approach studies variations in the numbers emanating from a
process and tries to determine the distribution of these numbers. This distribution tells the probability or chance of getting a certain number from the
process when the process is normal. If the chances are reasonable that results
achieved could have come from a normal process, then the process is assumed
to be operating normally. However, if the chances are remote that such results
could have come from the normal process, then it is concluded that the process
is abnormal and that action should be taken. This is likely to prove to be the
most valuable contribution which statistical methods can make to cost accounting.
It is strongly recommended that cost controls is placed as close to the operation as possible and on an hour -to -hour or at least a day -to -day basis. It certainly seems unwise to wave the red flag to inform management that $50,000
was lost last month if the flag could have been raised the first day of the month
and something done about the situation. Another point is that the monthly
cost variance too often covers a heterogenous set of operations and characterizes
none of the actual operations. The hour -to -hour or day -to -day controls should
be broken down into controls for homogeneous operating units.
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14,576.94 lbs.
EXHIBIT 4

The difference between a sample and a population must be understood. The
cost accountant should be alert against making inferences about a general population from samples drawn from a particular population. He should think in
terms of the sampling variations which are inherent in his cost measurement.
A study of inherent variations aids in setting reasonable action limits for cost
variances. There must be an awareness of biases and a full realization that the
cost figures are no better than the accuracy of the basic cost data. Checks should
be available on the basic data at as many levels as possible. In addition it has
been illustrated that there are savings to be derived from recording only as
much information as may be needed to get accurate and reliable results.
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The Case for Direct Costing
by H. W. LUENSTROTH
Assistant Controller, Mollinckrodt Chemical Works, St. Louis, Mo.

Direct costing, in the opinion of the present author, represents a
distinct advance —for the purposes of profit determination as well as
product costs —over so- called conventional or "complete' costing,
against which this article draws up an indictment before proceeding
to the methodology and uses of the recommended basis.

commonest article of commerce is misinformation about fundamental
things." Is this the amazing declaration it seems at first glance or is there
something in this quotation from an unknown source to which serious thought
should be given? An examination of the accountant's stock -in -trade will show
the statement applicable. Accounting is the universal language of business and
its financial reports are fundamental things containing much misinformation.
"THE

AN INDICTMENT OF CONVENTIONAL COSTING

All accountants will agree that the ultimate results of their effort on the
"backward looking" phase of accounting are embodied in the monthly balance
sheet and income and expense statements and, closely allied to these reports,
unit product cost. These are fundamental things of accounting, per se. All
business results, whether those of the corner store, the million or billion dollar
corporation, the bank or department store, the wholesaler, or the manufacturer,
are evaluated on the showing of these statements. They are the final reports
on which top level management decisions are made, governmental taxes and
regulations are based, and the investing public's appraisal of values decided.

How Much Misinformation?
In a Statement of Accounting Principles -1938 Institute of Accountants —
under Rule No. 7 Arbitrary Valuations, there reads, "While exact agreement
with real values cannot be attained, yet accounts will be the more respected in
proportion as they avoid arbitrary or fictitions values, and reflect real values as
nearly as possible." The good cost man certainly appreciates that accounting is
not an exact science. Nevertheless, he does not knowingly include in his reports
results which are guesses, pure and simple. He is continually endeavoring to
follow good accounting principles and realizes the consequences of "arbitrary
and fictitious values" and the need "for real values as nearly as possible."
AUGUS T , 1952
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Overhead Absorption —and Stammered Explanations
Assuming that the available crystal ball does give the right answer and that
fixed costs are prorated uniformly to all units of production for normal cost,
results still occur which have been most confusing to many managements. Obviously the problem referred to is the outmoded accounting technique of under
and over - absorbed burden, which distorts the interim income statements. If a
cyclical cost is the basis of costing, the annual reports also become fictitious.
There probably is not an accountant who, during his career, has not tried to
answer the boss when he asks:
"Do you mean to stand there and tell me that with sales
actually made less money this month than last ?"

up

twenty per cent we

If reasonably truthful, the answer (as supplied by Jonathan H. Harris in an
article in The Controller, October 1948) might have been thus:

will

up."

is

"Well, a big unabsorbed overhead charge accounts for that, which means that we
really get accounting for production all messed up with accounting for sales in our
profit and loss statement, and we cannot do anything about it because our accounting
conducted according to Hoyle, and Hoyle says he planned it that way! Just sit tight,
see a nice profit showing
and if things work out all right during the year, you
G. Charter Harrison, one of the accounting profession's senior statesmen,
said as long ago as 1938:
"It is a rather startling commentary upon established accounting methods that, as a
result of a successful attempt to reduce inventories, the profit showing of a company
will be falsely reduced and, conversely, that, when inventories are increased, the result
will be an inflation of the profit figure."
There it is— misinformation and confusion. Where the problem of determining the normal capacity, in the case of the multiple products producer, is
difficult and in many cases impossible, the accounting information and reports
are fictitious and unreal. At best, under the conditions of the single product
unit where the normal production capacity can be measured, the results are misleading and confusing. The figures representing unit product cost, inventory
values and profit are subject to serious doubt in the light of reflecting "real
values as nearly as possible."
Gross Profit —A Blindfold
If all of the foregoing is not enough of an indictment, what about the use of
this kind of information for the other purposes of accounting? What about
pricing policy based on a product cost compiled with so many "if's" and
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The Case for Direct Costing
by H. W. LUENSTROTH
Assistant Contro ller, Mallinckrodt Chem ical Works, St. Louis, M o .

Direct costing, in the opinion of the present author, represents a
distinct advance —for the purposes of profit determination as well as
product costs —over so- called conventional or "complete" costing,
against which this article draws up an indictment before proceeding
to the methodology and uses of the recommended basis.
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should be given? An examination of the accountant's stock -in -trade will show
the statement applicable. Accounting is the universal language of business and
its financial reports are fundamental things containing much misinformation.
AN INDICTM ENT OF CONVENTIONAL COSTING

All accountants will agree that the ultimate results of their effort on the
"backward looking" phase of accounting are embodied in the monthly balance
sheet and income and expense statements and, closely allied to these reports,
unit product cost. These are fundamental things of accounting, per se. All
business results, whether those of the corner store, the million or billion dollar
corporation, the bank or department store, the wholesaler, or the manufacturer,
are evaluated on the showing of these statements. They are the final reports
on which top level management decisions are made, governmental taxes and
regulations are based, and the investing public's appraisal of values decided.
How Much Misinformation?
In a Statement of Accounting Principles -1938 Institute of Accountants —
under Rule No. 7 Arbitrary Valuations, there reads, "While exact agreement
with real values cannot be attained, yet accounts will be the more respected in
proportion as they avoid arbitrary or fictitions values, and reflect real values as
nearly as possible." The good cost man certainly appreciates that accounting is
not an exact science. Nevertheless, he does not knowingly include in his reports
results which are guesses, pure and simple. He is continually endeavoring to
follow good accounting principles and realizes the consequences of "arbitrary
and fictitious values" and the need "for real values as nearly as possible."
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However, under the total product cost accounting system, he reaches an impasse. He has no choice and must indulge in a guessing contest which results
in "arbitrary and fictitious values." Certainly, there must be doubts entering
his mind in the establishment of the inventory valuation, knowing, as he does,
what is back of the numbers. This concern is not generally with the variable
cost but in what must be done with the fixed cost.
Depreciation in Product Costs —A Double Guess
For example, consider the treatment of depreciation. By including this fixed
expense in the inventory valuation, the answers and decisions are the results of
two guesses. The first guess is the amount of depreciation charged in the period.
The second is the amount of this depreciation charged to the product.
In this appraisal of the problem of depreciation, no consideration is given
to the inadequacy of the reserves due to the devaluation of the dollar but only to
the recovery of costs. Capital asset accounting has lagged behind other phases
of accounting and it has only been relatively recently, in many cases, that companies have known what their capital assets were. There are as many, or maybe
more, which still do not know. How can it be determined, then, what the proper
depreciation charge is during a given period. Even with complete capital asset
records and individual rate calculations, it yet remains impossible to guess right
on the rates. Every accountant can cite examples of varying life of the same kind
of equipment and knows from experience the impact of technological advancements on obsolescence.
The second guess, the amount of depreciation charged to the product, is also
fiction and only in rare cases represents facts. In all his endeavors, the cost
accountant must take into consideration the cost of cost accounting. Do the
benefits to be derived justify the cost? No doubt, perfect answers could be produced if there were as many workers gathering and figuring costs as there are
producers of goods. Obviously, this would be ridiculous and, therefore, the
accountant, being practical, sets up cost centers and establishes predetermined
burden rates. This is the accepted approach but does it obtain the right answers?
Many times the products passing through a given cost center are not processed
on all the equipment or require twice as much work in one step as another and,
despite this, absorb cost on the same basis.
The degree of seriousness of the depreciation determination problem will
vary from company to company and may sometimes not be an important consideration. Nevertheless, the effect of this guessing will result, in varying degrees, in wrong product cost, inadequate reserves for replacement of equipment,
and unreal balance sheet values of fixed assets and inventory.
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So You Can Assign Fixed Expenses to Products!
The important aspect of conventional accounting, which is the serious
source of "arbitrary and fictitious values" in all firms using this method, is the
inclusion of fixed items in unit product cost for purposes of inventory valuation
and profit determination. Whether the fixed item be depreciation, repairs, the
major overhaul of processes or equipment periodically necessary in many industries, occupancy, or, in fact, any one of the fixed items pertaining to the ability
to produce goods, the cost accountant must enter a guessing game of the first
order.
Robert H. Robnett, in an article in the October 1, 1946 N.A.C.A. Bulletin
on, "Some Aspects of Overhead Distribution," summarizes the problem in these
words:

will

"Because of the necessity of interim accounting plus the problem raised by productive activity fluctuations and the presence of fixed items, die concept of developing
annual costs to meet the seasonal problem and normal costs to meet the cyclical problem, is the accounting technique which
prorate the fixed costs uniformly to all
units of production in the same year or in the same cycle."
And then he adds this warning:
"This problem is one deserving serious and thoughtful study, with particular reference to the problems of taxation and of labor - management relations. It is one thing
to ignore the profits shown by the current published report in establishing dividend
polity, and quite another to assert to labor that part of the current high profit is not
real, and thus cannot be considered in determining ability to pay."
Is it not a fact that it is difficult enough to determine annual costs to meet
the seasonal problem and well nigh impossible to develop normal cost for use
during the cyclical period? Unless a plant is producing one product and the
sales requirements are such that full productive capacities are utilized, the determination of an equitable basis of spreading the fixed items is a mere guess.
The single product plants producing at full capacity are few. Even in these
instances, costs are generally determined on normal production or normal
capacity, which, in effect, classifies the fixed expenditures into two segments —
a product cost component (the amount transferred to inventory) and a period
cost component (the idle facilities' charge). This in turn leads to a problem
which is another source of misinformation, not only for the single product
unit which is producing at normal capacity, but the multiple product producers also. The additional problem is to find the proper base for spreading
the fixed items.
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Overhead Absorption —and Stammered Explanations
Assuming that the available crystal ball does give the right answer and that
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results still occur which have been most confusing to many managements. Obviously the problem referred to is the outmoded accounting technique of under
and over - absorbed burden, which distorts the interim income statements. If a
cyclical cost is the basis of costing, the annual reports also become fictitious.
There probably is not an accountant who, during his career, has not tried to
"Do you mean to stand there and tell me that with sales
actually made less money this month than last ?"
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If reasonably truthful, the answer (as supplied by Jonathan H. Harris in an
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up
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G. Charter Harrison, one of the accounting profession's senior statesmen,
said as long ago as 1938:
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will

"it is a rather startling commentary upon established accounting methods that, as a
result of a successful attempt to reduce inventories, the profit showing of a company
be falsely reduced and, conversely, that, when inventories are increased, the result
be an inflation of the profit figure."
There it is— misinformation and confusion. Where the problem of determining the normal capacity, in the case of the multiple products producer, is
difficult and in many cases impossible, the accounting information and reports
are fictitious and unreal. At best, under the conditions of the single product
unit where the normal production capacity can be measured, the results are misleading and confusing. The figures representing unit product cost, inventory
values and profit are subject to serious doubt in the light of reflecting "real
values as nearly as possible."
Gross Profit —A Blindfold
If all of the foregoing is not enough of an indictment, what about the use of
this kind of information for the other purposes of accounting? What about
pricing policy based on a product cost compiled with so many "if's" and
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"and's" ? Is it not possible that many of our economic ills are a result of such
a policy?
The individual product or product group gross profit amount and percentage
are important factors of consideration under established accounting methods.
Most accountants know that, unless a product is sold for less than the out -ofpocket cost, its activity is contributing something toward the absorption of the
fixed operating expenses and the making of a profit. But do management and
those responsible for the pricing policy always comprehend this consideration?
What about the sales manager who is called upon to make a decision to cut
his price to meet a competitor's, when, on his cost data, he knows that a loss
will result? Without information on or understanding of volume- price -profit
relationship, he lets the business go by the board and is satisfied to bide his
time, for the culprit (competitor) "will soon be out of business." To his
amazement, the time never comes and he begins to squawk about his operating
department's cost being too high.
Then, too, what mistakes in judgment have been made in the name of economy in appraising marginal items, marginal customers and marginal territories
by the gross profit technique? Consider the problem of the sales manager examining his distribution cost. He finds one territory with substantial annual
volume showing a loss after the deduction of the direct selling expenses and
another territory with half the volume showing a ten per cent profit after direct
selling expenses. With such apparent facts as his only guide, how can he be
expected to know that it is quite possible, from the overall point of view, that
the territory showing the loss is contributing more to the company profit picture
than the one showing a ten per cent profit.
Gross profit information is a dangerous thing in the hands of the uninitiated.
Therefore, why not bring the factory fixed charges out into the open so that
they can be recognized for what they truly are. Mistakes in top level judgment
would be minimized and one of the great risks would be taken out of price
setting. Besides, there is another very good reason for bringing the fixed expenses into the open. One of the most disconcerting problems of management
is the evergrowing amount of fixed expenses as such, with its impact on the
break -even point. The conventional income and expense statements are of little
value for cost control at top management levels and are of no value in emphasizing the volume- cost -price relationship.
No Basis for Good Judgment or Effective Control
When there is adequate realization of the guesses which are made in the full
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product cost method, with its resulting "arbitrary and fictitious values," the confusion of management when it examines income and expense statements which
show different answers with the same volume, the potential sources of errors in
judgment by those responsible for prices and related decisions, the inadequacy
of income and expense statement for cost and profit control at the top levels of
management, is it not time for a change? Has it not been truly shown here that
"the commonest article of commerce is misinformation about fundamental
things ?" After all, the philosophy of accounting is anything but static, and
change, the only permanent thing in life, is always with us, both in theory and
practice.
THE DIRECT COSTING M ETHOD

Condemnation without recommendation is of no value. What, then, can be
done about the inadequacy of present accepted accounting methods? What are
the changes which could be made in accounting techniques, in order to have accounts "avoid arbitrary or fictitious values, and reflect real values as nearly as
possible." Although the idea of direct costing is not new by any means, there
seems to be new interest in its consideration and, in many cases, acceptance and
adoption.
What Direct Costing Is
"Direct costing" is the term adopted by the author of this accounting method,
Jonathan N. Harris, Comptroller of Dewey and Almy Chemical Company, and
is defined by him as follows:
"Direct cost accounting is regular standard cost accounting after an operation for
chronic appendicitis. The useless appendix known to many readers, as unabsorbed or
overabsorbed factory burden, has been eliminated. By this operation standard cost
accounting requires ability to provide management with truthful income statements
where, before, the real results are obscured by technicalities."
Under this method, the whole philosophy of factory costs is revised so that
there are two broad categories: first, expenditures which are incurred in connection with ability to produce and, second, costs which occur in producing. In
other words, this method proposes that fixed factory expenses be classified as
period expenses and be written off currently, as is generally done with selling
and administration expenses, and that only the variable costs become the basis
of inventory value and profit determination.
The change -over to the direct costing technique is relatively simple if the
necessary foundation has been established under the former method. There are
only four points for consideration:
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I. Revision of the captions of the income
and expense report.
2. Elimination of fixed expense from produst cost and thus the removal of the
need for the "over and under - absorbed
burden account ".

3. Setting up an accounting method for
the inclusion of "fringe benefits" in the
determination of direct labor.
4. Making a decision on the tax problem
created by the change.

A fifth consideration may be necessary in cases in which the accounting does
not parallel the organization structure and in which that phase of scientific
management known as responsibility and accountability, has not been perfected.
Under these circumstances, a revision of the classification of accounts is also
necessary if the maximum benefits of the change -over are to be realized.
Obviously, a re- education throughout the organization in the use of the new
tool is a "must." The success of the direct costing method will be in direct proportion to the degree and effectiveness of this educational effort. Enthusiasm,
imagination and ingenuity are the qualities of this effort and cannot be outlined
for universal adoption. The other considerations can be reviewed for the benefit
of those interested in making the change.
As an aid to this, the N.A.C.A. Manufacturing Company will be assumed here
to be a multpile product producer with two plants and country -wide distribution
(three branches with warehousing at each) and set up organizationally as shown
in Exhibit 1. The conventional standard cost accounting system has proven inadequate and the idea of direct costing has been "sold" to management for inauguration at the start of the new year. Although cost and profit control are not
necessarily a part of the direct costing technique, the method lends itself so
readily to this aspect of scientific management that the directive for the change
included establishing the necessary ways and means for this important managerial
function. Included also in the changeover in this hypothetical case, is the revision of the classification of accounts.
Suiting the Classification of Accounts to the Method
The objectives of the new classification of accounts were threefold:
I. To provide a complete analysis of expenses on a company -wide basis,

2. To provide a departmental analysis of
expense.
3. To provide more complete cost analysis.

In order to simplify the accounting distribution and facilitate accuracy, a uniform numbering system was devised, a ready reference chart of the accounts
applicable under each functional group prepared, a separate schedule of definitions of the basic accounts drafted, and a few new accounts added. The
AUGUST, 1932
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EXHIBIT 1

new account numbers are composed of two elements: first, location and department, and second, basic account classification. The first element consists of
four digits. The first digit denotes the location, the remaining three digits the
department. The second element consists of two digits and indicates the kind
of expense. Reference to Exhibit 2 will show that Account 2100 -20 represents
a charge for the central division (2), in branch office sales (100) for commissions ( 2 0 ) .
Ob v i ou sl y, E xh i b it 2 is a n a b bre vi a te d cha rt , b u t it i s i ll u st ra tiv e. T h e c o l u m n

headings are broad functional titles, whereas the complete chart would show
detail of departments, except in the case of those groups where subsidiary accounting is set up. An example would be the branch offices group where the territory designation would become a part of the accounting distribution number
also.
With the revision of the classification of accounts, together with the available
standard cost system in the operating departments, the foundation is set on solid
ground for direct costing and its adjunct, a tool for cost and profit control.
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In the hypothetical case under review, standard costs have been developed
preliminary to the current changes, so it becomes a simple matter to eliminate the
fixed costs from the individual product standard cost. Because of this elimination, the need for the over and under - absorbed burden account disappears. No
longer will the problem of guessing the basis for "developing annual cost to
meet the season problem and normal cost to meet the cyclical problem" plague
the cost accountant.
Including "Fringe" Benefits, Etc., in Direct Labor
One refinement of prime cost has been considered necessary because of the
recent trend toward larger and larger "fringe' benefits payment to employees,
together with social security taxes. With these costs ranging up to thirty percent of the base rate, management decided that provision should be made for
them in direct labor cost. The ratio of "fringe' costs and the proportion of the
labor cost element of total prime cost, made this an important consideration.
The mechanics of the "fringe' benefit and social security taxes accounting
are not too difficult, as average rates are used in costing direct labor in production. This is done because, in the first place, the differential between the
highest and lowest base rates has been becoming smaller, and secondly, the
nature of the operations are such that personnel is moved from department to
department in order to effectively meet the planning of the work load. The
standard direct labor rate, therefore, is the average base rate plus an increment
percentage based on the forecast productive labor and budgeted "fringe" benefits plus social security taxes.
On the company -wide picture actual costs for "fringe' payments and social
security taxes are accounted for under three broad functions: manufacturing
direct; indirect labor, service departments, and all others (general and administration). As will be noted from Exhibit 2, there is an account listed under
manufacturing costs, termed "increment provisions of direct labor rate." This
is credited with the difference between the monthly of actual hours time total
standard direct labor rate and the actual direct labor paid. For the purpose of
the monthly financial statement, the difference between the sum of the actual
expenses of the "fringe' benefits and social security taxes of the manufacturing
groups, compared with this account, is carried to a deferred expense account,
if a debit balance, and an accrual account, if a credit balance. Theoretically,
these accounts will balance out at the end of the year.
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EXHIBIT 2
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The Income and Expense Statement Under Direct Costing
The pro forma income and expense statement on the direct costing method is
shown as Exhibit 3. It will be noted that the cost and expenses on this statement are arranged in descending order of variability. Those down to "merchandising margin" are strictly variable, whereas the expense classifications after
"merchandising margin" are almost entirely fixed.
It does not seem necessary to go into a detailed explanation of the categories
on this statement at this point, although it might be well to explain which of the
expense accounts referred to previously are included in the various captions of
the statement. The first expense item, selling expenses, is the total of all the
branch office expenses, the " 1 0 0 " series of accounts. The period expenses are as
follows:
Indirect factory
— Service departments total, the "400" series
General and administrative — General sales office and administration —
Series "200" and "300" accounts
Research
—The "600" series

A more detailed discussion of this revised income and expense statement will be
given in this paper when the cost and profit control aspects of direct costing are
discussed.

Federal Income Taxes and the Change to Direct Costing
There yet remains the consideration of the decision to be made on the income
tax problem created by a change -over from the conventional to the direct costing method. This problem is made more difficult because of the indefinite
attitude of the Bureau of Internal Revenue. At this writing, there may be four
possibilities to take note of in connection with the problem:
I. For the purposes of the interim reports,
the N.A.C.A. Manufacturing Company
could follow the direct costing method
and, at year end, determine the amount
of fixed factory expenses in inventory by
means of a broad in toto expense allocation and redistribution. This amount
would be carried throughout the year at
the same value and, at the end of the
next period, recalculated to determine
the increment or reduction for the effect
on profit for tax purposes. If this plan
were adopted, additional calculations
should be made, either monthly or quarterly, in order to keep management informed of the trend.
2. Another possibility would be to obtain
permission from the fax authorities to
establish an amount representing the
A U G U S T , 1952

fixed factory expenses incurred to create
a working or normal inventory. This
amount would not be changed from
year to year unless there were a permanent change in the nature of the business or the capacity to produce.
3. The third alternative would be to request permission from the Bureau of Internal Revenue to go all the way and
eliminate the factory fixed expenses
from the inventory. W hether this permission would be forthcoming is questionable and the outcome might necessitate
adoption of the fourth possibility.
4. Fixed factory expenses would be eliminated from inventory valuation for corporate accounting but retained in inven.
tory valuation for purposes of tax accounting.
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N.A.C.A. MANUFACTURING CO.
Budgeted Income and Expense Statement
Year Ending December 31, 1951
$515,000
Sales
15,000
Returns and allowances

103%
3

Net sales
Standard direct cost of sales

$500,000
100,000

100%
40

Gross margin
Sales deductions

$300,000

Net gross margin
Selling expenses

$260,000
60,000

52

Merchandising margin
Period expenses
Indirect factory
Factory variances
General and administrative
Research

$100,000

40

$160,000

32

40,000

60
8

12

$108,000
2,000
40,000

10,000

Net operating profit before income taxes

$40,000

8%

EXHIBIT 3
USES OF DIRECT COSTING

The scene is now set and ready for the unfolding of the drama of direct costing and for setting forth how this revised version of costing is an outstanding
improvement over the original because real values, correct information and unquestioned utility are its products. In appraising the direct costing technique
in the light of this paper's opening blast, "the commonest article ..." statement, a review of its results and utility in the hypothetical N.A.C.A. Manufacturing Company will probably be more interesting than a mere listing of
explanations in answer to the criticisms.
The biggest advantage of the new method comes from the revised in,.ome and
expense statements. No longer are they confused by technicalities nor do they
reflect information which is "arbitrary and fictitious." Top level management
can make its decisions with confidence, income taxes are correctly calculated and
the investing public will make its appraisal of values on real profit and accurate
financial information. The president of the N.A.C.A. Manufacturing Company
has come up through accounting and appreciates the meaning of scientific management. Thus he has a great advantage. However, the educational effort necessary with the type of leader who has had experience in some other function of
the business should not be too difficult, because this is a program of common
sense and sound thinking.
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Prompt, Reliable, and Comprehensible Control Reports
As will be recalled, the president of the N.A.C.A. Company included in his
directive on the change in accounting, the establishment of ways and means for
cost and profit control. He knew from his early training that, in any endeavor
of control, there must be an overall plan and there must be continual comparisons
of the actual results with the plan, accountability in the consideration of the
variances disclosed by the plan and, finally —if the whole project is to be
dynamic, there must be concerted action and revisions of the plan.
The plan is technically known as the budget and budgetary control. The president exercises his control by means of the monthly comparative income and expense statement (budget vs. actual) and his vice president, in charge of the four
main functions of the business: sales, production, finances and research. He
knows from the budget prepared through the responsible heads of these functions that the break -even point of monthly operations is approximately $33,000.
This is true regardless of the relationship of the sales and productive activity.
No longer can different results occur with the same monthly sales volume.
Reference to the budgeted income and expense statement, Exhibit 3, shows a
direct margin of forty per cent, with fixed or period expenses of $160,000.
These two numbers are the key to the determination of the break -even volume.
$160,000 - 4 0 % = $400,000 annual break -even volume. One - twelfth or
$33,000 is the monthly break -even volume. Under this method, a projected
profit and loss statement —a "flash report" —can be made up just as quickly
after the month ends as the net sales are available. The results can be predicted
within close limits, because there need be no concern for the rate of operation
at which the factory happens to have been running during the period.
Another important aspect of the cost control plan of the N.A.C.A. Manufacturing Company is in furnishing control reports for the various levels of
management and utilizing the "management by exception" principle. This
means that, from the highest level to the lowest level, the reporting is done
showing summary information or totals to the details backing up these totals,
and that each responsible head places the emphasis on the exceptions. Exhibit 3
is a top management report whereas Exhibit 4, a more detailed income and
expense statement, is the report for the sales operating heads. Depending on
the organizational setup and the responsibility assignment, this report will show
the net operating results and all the information of the total income and expense statement, by sales divisions, product groups, or even by customer class
groupings. Supporting this statement, further breakdowns of information as
such or in combination could be obtained.
AUGUST, 1952
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N . A . C . A . MANUFACTURING CO.
INCOME & EXPENSE
SALES D I V I S I O N S ; PRODUCT GROUP; CUSTOMM CLASS

RAISE DI VI SI O NS
TOTAL

PRODUCT GROUP
CUSTOMER CLASS

EASTERN
#1
MEDI CI NAL

SALES
Re t ur n s & Al l o w .

NET 9 &f ER
St a nd.

D i r e c t Cost o f S a l e s

GROSS MARGIN
Sa le s De du c t i o n s

NET GROSS MARGIN

SELL ING EXPENSE

YEACR&tQ)i8ING MARGIN

P E R r m EXPENSES
Indi re c t Factory
F a c t o r y Va r i a n c e
Ge n. & A d m i n i s t r a t i v e
Research

TOTAL PERI OD EXPENEES

NET OPERATING PROF IT

EXHIBIT 4

Allocation to Product Groups
Before following through on the control aspects of the operations of the
N.A.C.A. Manufacturing Company, the method of obtaining net operating
profit for the reports which have been illustrated, should be explained. As
indicated before, all items of cost and expenses down to merchandising margin
are strictly variable, so that, below the gross direct margin amount (which is
the result of tabulated data —net sales minus standard direct cost equals standard
gross direct margin), the expense items, sales deductions and selling expenses,
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are allocated on the percentage of sales. Therefore, whether the organization
structure is set up by sales divisions, product group or customer class, the basis
for the allocations is made available at the same time that the gross margin is
determined. One cannot generalize completely in explaining this method and,
throughout the whole plan, certain aspects of the technique may have to be
varied to meet a particular circumstance. For example, sales expense may be
of such a composition that the fixed part of it, if it is of consequence, should
be included under the period expenses classification.
Thus, the reports exemplified by Exhibits 3 and 4 show realistic values for
merchandising margin in total and by the required categories. The remaining
problem is in the assignment of the period expenses. The methods familiar
to all industrial accountants are used. The chief difference from common practice,
in order to conform with direct costing, is that fixed factory expenses must be
distributed instead of being included in cost of sales. The factors used to
distribute items to product groups include conversion cost, space occupied,
number of transactions, cost of equipment and other bases. Most of the data
for the bases represent experience of a year or longer period, because, in order
to obtain accuracy within the realm of practicality and reasonable cost, actual
results over a long period reflect the best measurement available. With the distribution of the period expenses by products or product groups completed, their
allocation can be made by sales division or customer class categories also.
Meeting Control Responsibilities Under Direct Costing
Let us now direct our attention to the control aspect of the direct costing
method in the case of our hypothetical company. Two important phases of profit
control are the responsibility of the vice president in charge of sales. The
monthly income and expense statement (budget vs. actual) indicates how this
responsibility is being met. The comparison of the net sales shows how he is
making out on volume and gross margin above direct costs, the result of the
pricing policies. As the other deductions from gross margin —sales deductions
and selling expense —are the result of sales department policy also, it might
be said that the key to the appraisal of his activity is the merchandising margin
amount and percentage.
The sales manager, the next level of accountability and responsible to the
vice president, can obtain his story of explanation of deviations of the plan from
his subordinates who receive the necessary detail reports. For example, in a
given month the volume is substantially lower and the examination of the reports
shows that Product Group 3 has the deficiency. Reference to the report of the
A U G U S T , 1952
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manager of this section by customer class
grouping, isolates the bulk of the difference
to the medicinal class and the details of this
total to a given account. The territorial manager involved explains that the timing of the
purchase is slightly off and the order ex-
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ing soon. Any major changes in the gross
margin could be isolated from the reports
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in the same manner.
Exhibit 5 is the form of the most detailed
report used in keeping direct costing under
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control. It is prepared monthly by processes
showing labor, material, and variable burden variations. Summary reports for each
responsible head in the chain of responsibility of the operating organization, can also
be prepared. Under this arrangement, the
vice president in charge of manufacturing
can exert his control in the same manner
as the vice president in charge of sales.
Period expenses are controlled by means
of a fixed budget because there is no substitute for current analysis of expenses. If the
company is to stay in business, these period
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result of the fact that better profit and loss statements result from a direct costing
system, there are some other advantages which accrue as by- products of this
method. One of the most important of these is obtaining the necessary information for the appraisal of marginal products. The N.A.C.A. Manufacturing
Company, as well as almost every company, has some products which show a loss
in terms of total product cost. The problem of product line simplification is
not an easy one and perhaps no conclusion could be reached on the basis of the
figures obtained through direct costing alone. Nevertheless, an important aspect
of the appraisal is made available as a by- product of direct costing. By obtaining
the gross margin percentage and volume of any item, the relative importance of
its contribution to the absorption of the fixed expenses and the making of a
profit can be disclosed because only the out -of-pocket costs to produce an article
are carried in the inventory.
The same general principle of the contribution theory is utilized for those
other important management decisions which are constantly being made.
Answers to problems of price setting and meeting competition, marginal territories and customers, union demand, and many others, are developed through
factual information on which sound judgment can be based and correcet
conclusions reached.
DOWN THE RIGHT ROAD

Direct costing is probably not the final answer, as new conditions will create
new problems and further refinements and improvements will be made. No
one has all the answers. Nevertheless, direct costing is a big improvement over
conventional costing and will do much to restore confidence in accounting reports.
This paper has been prepared in the hope that the reader's interest will be
stimulated to the point that he will make a thorough study of this technique
which offers such an opportunity for the cost accountant to get himself "in
sound" with his management. Let us all remember that "between the great
things we can do and the small things we will do
the danger is that we shall
...
do nothing and that it is better to debate a question without settling it than to
settle it without debate."

AUGUST, 1952
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INVENTORIES ARE NO PR06LEMI

countering little or no difficulty with any
of the usual problems. Well, that is the
case of the accountant who is responsible
for inventories of distilled spirits stored
"in bond" by the distilling industry. Let
us look more closely into this accountant's
paradise.
In the first place, inventories of distilled spirits are stored "in bond" during
the period of aging which extends up to
eight years. This means storage in government supervised warehouses without payment of Federa l excise taxes until the time
of withdrawal, at which time the tax is
levied. It is obvious, therefore, that the
government has as much, if not more, interest in the safe storage of these inventories as the proprietor. In fact, the proprietor cannot enter his own warehouses
except during business hours and in the
presence of a government gauger. Inventorytaking consists merely of abstracting a n inventory from the records and obtaining confirmation from the Trea sury Department.
If inventory- taking is that easy, how
about the question of deterioration, obsolescence and shrinkage? Here a gain we a re
dealing with an unusual inventory, one
which instead gains in value with age.
It is true that there is shrinkage due to
evaporation and soakage into the wood
during stora ge time in oak barrels but, because of the very substantial increase in
value with age, the shrinkage factor can
be ignored and, in fact, all inventories of
aging distilled spirits are carried at original volume.
If we have no real problems up to this
point, how about valuation in terms of
..cost or market"? Inventories are almost
always carried at the "cost of production
up to the time of entry into the wa rehouse
1496
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I M A G I N E D E A L I N G with inventories of
substantial cost and volume and yet en-

for aging." Cost of warehousing is usually considered as a current expense in the
same manner as selling expense. Because
there is no substitute for time in the preparation of aged distilled spirits, their value
increases to such an extent that, even if
current costs fluctuate fairly widely, market value is almost always substantially in
excess of current replacement costs. So,
again, we have no great problem.
Isn't life simple for the accountant in
the distilling industry! Believe me, gentle
reader, we have our share of accounting
problems. However we do get off pretty
easily in this field.
ERVING A. LeCAIN, Merrimack Valley

THREE ASPECTS OF INVENTORY
CONTROL
W H E N A N I N V E N T O R Y is necessary for
the operation of a business, definite consideration must be given to control. Three
aspects are basic in control of a service or
maintenance inventory.
The first is care in initial stocking. It is
most important that, before an item of
material is to be carried as a stock item,
a request for the stocking of this item
should be made on a printed form by the
department making the request, giving such
information as amount to be initially or-

dered, suggested maximum inventory, suggested minimum inventory, use, whether
or not the material partly or entirely replaces other materials and remarks like
"seasonal," "to be used for a definite time
only," etc.
The second

consideration

is

balance.
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when a company begins to keep all of its
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Money invested in inventory is misspent
when a n inventory is not in balance. Wha t
value is there to material which cannot be
used? This is the case when associated
materials needed to do a construction job
are out of balance. When ordering material, always review items which will be
used in conjunction with it. You will then
maintain balance in your inventory and
also reduce obsolescence.
The third point is to review slow -moving stock. This means annual or semiannual review of all nonactive and slow moving items of materials with operating
or production depa rtment hea ds. It is su ggested that a summary of such items be
made by having an individual card for
each. This card shou ld give such information as last date issued, past twelve months
usage, and value. Request the operating
or department head to note on this card
reason for inactivity.
Inventory must have balance and turnover, with minimum obsolescence. With a
knowledge of activity and use of material,
ordering is no longer guesswork. When
you serve a department with materials and
when the men who head it understand
that these three elements of control are
important, inventories can be controlled.
E. J. MARTIN, New Orleans

CHARGE OFF THE "FIXED"—
OR WHAT?
A N E W P R O B L E M in inventory valuation
faces the accounting profession. It con-

cerns the proper procedu re for treating the
fixed portion of
A U G U S T, 1952

the inventory on hand

fixed costs out of inventory.
Consider a case in point. On March 3 1
the inventory of a company stands at
$ 5 o , 0 0 0 , representing $ 3 0 , 5 0 0 in variable
costs and $ 2 0 , 0 0 0 in fixed costs. On April
r, only the variable costs will be pu t into
inventory. Wha t should be done with the
fixed costs of $ 2 0 , 0 0 0 ?
My organization is making several installations in companies in which the fixed
costs are
searching
far, none
following

kept out of inventory. W e are
for a possible pattern but, thus
has been found. Note how the
methods vary:

I. One company "clears the whole amount
of fixed costs in the old inventory directly into surplus ". Easy to do but a
procedure which could affect the financial structure further than desirable.
2. Another firm leaves the fixed amount
"dangling forever" in its inventory.
3. A third concern "sets up an earmarked
inventory asset ", and then writes it off
over ten years.
4. Still another company not only is charging off the fixed portion over a ten year period, but is also reducing its
tax liability accordingly. Lucky indeed,
if it can make the procedure stand up.
5. Lastly, a firm withdraws the fixed costs
from inventory for the operating year
and, at the close of the year, reverses
the entry, throwing it back into inventory.
For some time I have given serious
thought to the problem. I have tried to
get an answer from a local office of the
Bureau of Internal Revenue but was told
that the problem is too new and too large
in scope. The suggestion was made that
I contact Washington. Probably Washington will treat each case separately and on
its own merit. I would be interested in
learning the experiences of other members
in approaching this problem.
CHARLES REITELL, New York
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Some Pitfalls of Direct Costing
by JOSEPH A. ALVAREZ
Controller, Herman Body Co., St. Louis ,

Mo.

This article, not unfavorable to adoption of direct totting where its
applicability is recognized on the basis of study, adviser caution and
identifies circumstances in which it is desirable to acknowledge fixed
overhead in product cost or in which its disassociation from product
cost may result in unreasonable showings on financial statements.

has been written about direct costing. In the last few years, many
companies have considered it wise to switch from the so -called 'old
fashioned" method to the direct cost accounting theory. Oftentimes, new things
look better than what we have been used to and, as a result, have a tremendous
amount of appeal. An examination of the theory of direct costing confirms the
advantages claimed for it and the extreme simplicity of its application.
The idea of charging all indirect manufacturing expense to the period in
which it is incurred has especial appeal. Accountants have worried with the
so- called burden accounts and, if the truth were known, these items are responsible for many gray hairs and slick scalps. Anything which would relieve
the accountant of these worries, would certainly be a blessing and welcomed
by everyone, including top management.
Many companies can successfully adopt direct costing in its entirety with
excellent results. Others can have splendid results from the direct costing
theories, with a few modifications to fit their particular problems. However,
other companies which have seriously considered the adoption of the direct
costing plan have found that it would be a serious blow to the fundamentals
of their accounting and would result in misleading reports of current operations.
It is always wise and usually pays dividends to be cautious and make a thorough examination of the facts and the problems to be encountered in making
any major change. Tests of applicability should be related to the company's
circumstances. Otherwise there is danger of getting sidetracked. This could
result in serious dislocations in securing information for line and top management. Some of the factors to check are the effect of direct costing on:

M
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I. Integrated production in a multiple plant
operation.
2. Merger, sale, or consolidation.
3. Inventories for insurance purposes.
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4. Seasonal business.
5. Technological changes.
6. Tax consequences.
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What about Integrated Production?
In discussing the first point listed above, assume a large company with many
manufacturing plants and sales offices and many intercompany transactions.
Plant 1 manufactures a product from basic purchased or mined raw materials,
in which process a large amount of fixed specialized capital is utilized. A portion of the production is sold to customers and a portion shipped to Plant 2
which refines the products, sells some to customers, uses some as a base for
other products, and ships the remainder to Plant 3. The same thing happens in
Plants 3, 4, 5, etc.
There are many different ways of transferring inventory to plants. Some of
the common ways are at cost, cost plus, selling price, engineered costs, memo
basis, etc. A change to direct costing could give some ridiculous answers. To
begin with, in a highly specialized industry where a good deal of fixed capital
is utilized, a major part of production cost is burden. If it is the practice to
make transfers to other plants at cost, serious reductions in inventory values
would result from simply writing off to the period all fixed burden.
The last plant processing the material would certainly have a ridiculous
cost compared to the costs under the conventional accounting method. Would
such a switch perhaps destroy or eliminate the all- important operating foreman's cost summaries for indirect costs? In time, would the foreman lose touch
with the production picture and consider variances merely as figures? This
could be the case if the records were trimmed to a point at which the information would not be available. Would the concept of plant capacity be pushed
out the window?
If so, serious damage can result. It is possible to have direct costing and
still keep the essentials for good management. All of these things must be most
carefully considered in conjunction with the other points listed above.
How Would You Value Inventories —On Sale of the Business?
The present tax situation has management constantly on the lookout for capital
gains. Many individual businessmen have calculated that it would be more
feasible for them to sell their business at less than book value than to operate
them for the next fifty years, especially if a contract can be worked out under
which they are retained to manage. It would seem only reasonable that, if
direct costs were in use and the business were sold or merged on the basis of
the balance sheet, inventories should be valued on the direct cost theory. It is
one thing to value inventories on the direct cost method as a going concern
A U G U S T , 1932
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and another thing entirely when the thought of sale or merger comes on the
horizon. It would be obviously a real bargain to the purchaser if a firm should
sell its inventories as priced on the direct cost theory.
This raises the point: just what are inventories worth? Trade customers
have always stood the full cost of a product. Otherwise business could not exist.
If this be true, i.e., that customers are willing to pay for overhead, then it must
be a cost of the product and attributable, not to a period, but to the product.
By the same token, if we are dealing with balance sheets, is not an important
figure missing if direct costing is used for inventories, especially when burden
could be a substantial part of the balance sheet? Thus, if customers recognize
burden as a cost, a prospective purchaser should do likewise. Again, direct
costs can work but the true value of inventories should remain on record.
How Would You Value Inventories —for Insurance Recoveries?
Insurance also quickly clears the mind to the true value of inventories. Suppose a disastrous fire destroyed plant, inventories, machinery, and equipment,
and that inventories had consisted wholly of products shipped by affiliated
manufacturing plants for a final stage in processing. It seems that the insurance
company would get a real bargain if the claims for inventories were settled at
the values arrived at under the direct costing. Again, the true concept of costs
comes out into the open. Even though a company operates well under the direct
costing theory, the true concept of costs cannot be denied. They consist of material, labor, and overhead —both fixed and variable. Insurance companies have
settled claims for generations without questioning overhead as part of inventory
cost.
It is customary to insure buildings, machinery and equipment so that, in case
of catastrophe, funds will be available to replace the assets. Insurance is a large
part of the cost of doing business. The bulk of the insurance money is spent
for the protection of burden items. Care should be exercised so as to properly
insure inventories to include burden. Damaging results could be experienced
if inventories were insured only for their values under the direct cost method.
The situation can become extremely complicated in a multiplant operation, as
has been explained. Management should be careful to take stock of these possibilities when considering direct costing.
Is the Business Seasonal or Subject to Technological Changes?
In some industries, an odd answer will result when direct costs are used.
1500
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For example, take an industry of a highly seasonal nature which may produce
for nine months for three months' sales. Statements prepared on the direct cost
method would show a loss for the nine manufacturing months and possibly
show large profits for the remaining three months. Is this what really happened? It does not seem reasonable that a plant operating at full capacity should
show a loss in the operating statement unless something is radically wrong.
What advantage would direct costing have in a situation such as this, outside
of its simplicity? How can a company lose money when it is producing at top
efficiency and is, possibly, covered by sales orders? Yet it can happen under
the direct costing method.
Profits and losses are economic facts which cannot be changed by bookkeeping methods. For many years, the great bulk of accounting effort has been
directed toward determining the amount of this profit or loss and assigning
it to the proper accounting period. Throughout these years, certain principles
for profit determination have been developed, and although procedures have
varied widely, the accounting profession has accepted the basic principles of
profit determination.
Profits are attributable to each sales dollar regardless of the period in which
the sale is actually made. Nearly all companies give quantity discounts. This
includes companies using the direct cost plan. It is difficult to see how a quantity discount can be given if the costing method considers only as costs the
items which vary directly with sales. Obviously the only justification for quantity discounts is the absorption of manufacturing expenses.
Other peculiar results have happened after the adoption of direct costing.
Suppose an operation with cost consisting ninety per cent of direct labor and
ten per cent of materials. Management decided to spend a million dollars for
a new machine to eliminate eighty per cent of the direct labor. It is possible
to see where a successful month, as far as production goes, can be a loss month
on the income statement. Some writers have advocated that in a situation such
as this, the machine be written off, not as standby charge, but per unit of production. If this is done, then, actually, we are back to conventional costs.
Volume Variance an Important Tool
This leads directly to the question of overhead and capacity. The biggest
advantage claimed for direct costing is the elimination of overabsorbed and
underabsorbed factory burden. That this is an advantage can be seriously
questioned, since factory burden has been applied by many successful companies for generations with excellent results.
AUGUST, 1952
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A sound basis for setting cost standards is found in normal production capacity, which is the quantity of goods which can be produced with the equipment
operating during the maximum potential time, less allowances for normal repairs, changeovers, and cleaning of equipment. Normal capacity to some direct
cost proponents is a hazy guess without much value. On the contrary. Normal
capacity is a definite quantity affected only by improvements in process of additions to equipment. On the other hand, budgeted standards are estimated costs
to produce hoped -for quantities of goods and are effective only if the actual quantities of production and the manufacturing schedules coincide with the budgeted
forecast.
Use of sound cost standards predicated on normal capacity, with all elements
of cost absorbed, will develop the variance between actual operation and expected production costs at standard. Proper analysis of these variances from
standard costs and the reporting to all interested levels of management, as part
of the comments submitted with the periodic financial reports, will reveal inefficiencies and provide the necessary tools for the correction or elimination of the
conditions.
Will the Bureau Say "Yes "?

in

Companies wishing to change to the direct costing methods for tax purposes
may encounter difficulties with the Treasury Department. Recently, it seems,
the Department has taken a milder attitude toward such changes, but this does
not necessarily eliminate the problem. Of course, it is always possible to keep
tax returns one way and the books another and to reconcile the two for inspection. This has been the case with many companies
respect to depreciation.
However, it introduces its own problems.
Simplicity at Any Price?
Much more could be written on other points which might affect a decision
as to whether or not to switch to direct costs, but it is an individual problem
and must be scrutinized in that light. Simplicity can sometimes be costly. Then
again, the benefits effected in adoption of direct costing may offset any resulting
disadvantage. In any case, be careful to look before you leap.
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A Study in Church Accounting
by E. G. SCOVIL
Treasurer, St. Luke's Episcopal Church, Long Beach, California
The church as an organization with revenue, expenses, and property;
the main categories of a suitable chart of accounts, the books and

other basic records to be kept —these and related aspects of the temporal problems of spiritual institutions are treated in this article.
Budgeting and internal auditing activities are also touched on and
financial statements are illustrated.

HE T E M P ORAL M AN AG E M E N T

of the churches must be equally as efficient

T as the theological direction. This case study describes an accounting system
which an industrial accountant recently installed for a church. It is a case history of the establishment of a double entry system of accounting for St. Luke's
Episcopal Church, Long Beach, California. The accounting records previously
maintained by the parish were of a single entry nature, consisting of a bound
cash receipts and disbursements book memoranda pledge records.

Managing the Temporalities of the Parish
St. Luke's is a parish (incorporated under the laws of the State of California)
in the Diocese of Los Angeles, which is a part of the Protestant Episcopal
Church in the United States of America. The parish is bound by and is required to conform to the constitution and canons of the Diocese of Los Angeles
and of the Episcopal Church. Otherwise it is autonomous.
In the organization of the parish's temporal affairs, the functional authorities
and responsibilities of the treasurer cover all "financial matters," consisting of:
I. Cash receipts.
2. Cash disbursements.
3. Accounting records (perish bookkeep-

ing).
4. General parish accounts.
S. Pledges receivable.

The canons of the church give the diocese the right to assess the parish for
funds for diocesan and missionary purposes. The parish is required to furnish
annual statistical and financial reports in a prescribed form to the diocese. Prior
to submission, the financial reports must be audited and approved by an auditing
committee appointed by the vestry.
The annual gross revenue of St. Luke's Parish is, at present, some $40,000.
The greater portion of this amount is obtained from its communicants on the
basis of pledges. There are approximately 500 pledgers.
AUGUST, 1932
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ST. LUKE'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Asset and Liability Accounts
DETAILED
AC CO UN T

100

ASSETS

201
202
203

Accounts Receivable:
Clergy
Lay Employees
Advances

301
302

Pledges Receivable:
1951 Pledges
1952 Pledges

401

Inventories:
Books, Literature, etc., for sale

501

Investments:
8th
Figueroa Company — Capital Stock

601
602
603
604
605

Fixed Assets:
Real Estate
Buildings
Permanent Improvements to Buildings
Office Equipment
Other Equipment and Fixtures

701
702

Trust Accounts:
Organ Fund
Thanksgiving and Memorial Fund

200

300

400
500
600

700

&

101
102
105

Cash:
Bank of America, N.T. S.A.
Farmers and Merchants Bank of Long Beach
Petty Cash Fund

&

CONTROL
AC CO UN T

LIABILITIES

1000
1001

Notes Payable:
Farmers and Merchants Bank of Long Beach

1101
1102
1103

Accounts Payable:
Diocese of Los Angeles
Taxes Withheld from Lay Salaries
Collections for Account of Other Parish Organizations

1100

1200

Mortgage Payable or Funded Debt

1300
1301
1302

Pledges Receivable Contra Account:
1951 Pledges
1952 Pledges

1401
1402

Trust Capital Accounts:
Organ Fund
Tranksgiving and Memorial Fund

1801
1802

Parish General Capital Account:
Excess of Assets Over Liabilities at January, 1951
Excess of Revenue Over Expenses since January I, 1951

1400

1800

EXHIBIT 1
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On the expense side, lay employees receiving compensation are the parish
secretary, sexton, director of music, organist and parish bookkeeper. Of these,
only the parish secretary and the sexton are employed on a full time basis. All
other lay services than those which have been named are rendered on a voluntary basis.
Chart of Accounts: Asset, Liability, and Capital
The asset, liability and capital accounts of St. Luke's were established, for
recording purposes, as of January 1, 1951. They are shown in Exhibit 1. The
double entry books were opened as of July 31, 1951 and the cash receipts and
disbursements for the previous seven months were reclassified according to the
chart of accounts adopted. As historical costs were not readily available for
fixed assets and investments, appraised values were used to record fixed assets
acquired prior to January 1, 1951 and nominal values were assigned to investments in securities. Generally, the system was designed for the recording of
transactions on a cash basis. Certain exceptions to this are discussed later.
Several of the asset and liability accounts require some explanation. The
charges to accounts receivable arise from disbursements for account of clergy
and lay employees, such as hospital and medical insurance premiums for members of their families. Cash advances are occasionally made in connection with
parish activities (choir boys' summer camp, etc.) which are charged to this
account until an accounting for them has been made.
Pledges receivable are established in the accounts, although they are not recorded as revenue until collected. The aggregate amount of the pledges is recorded for the purpose of controlling the individual pledge accounts. This is
accomplished by an offsetting credit to the pledges receivable contra account.
As cash collections are received, they are credited to pledges receivable. Simultaneously revenue is credited and the pledges receivable contra account charged
with the amount of the collections. Detailed accounts in the general ledger
are provided to keep the pledges of each year separate. Pledges applicable to
a calendar year, which have not been collected after the end of the second month
of the succeeding year, are written off.
Accounts payable detail was provided for recording the liability to the
diocese of Los Angeles for the amount assessed against the parish for diocesan
and missionary purposes.
Chart of Accounts: Revenue and Expense
Detailed revenue accounts were established, as shown on Exhibit 2, for the
A U G U S T , 1952
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ST. LUKE'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Revenue Accounfs
CONTROL
ACC OU NT

DETAILED
AC CO UN T

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2010

General Parish Purposes:
Pledge Collections
Plate Collections:
Easter
Thanksgiving
Christmas
All other
Special Donations — Parish Organizations
Special Offerings— Others

2050
2051
2052
2053
2055

Other Income:
Dividends from Investments
Interest Earned
Donations Received for Use of Parish Facilities
Weddings, Funerals, etc.
Sundry

2101
2102
2105
2106
2110

Special Parish Purposes:
Early Morning Offerings
Payments to Rector (Debit Account)
Church School Collections
Special Donations— Parish Organizations
Special Offerings—Others

2100

2200
2201
2202
2203
2204
2205
2207
2210

Diocesan and Other Purposes:
Good Friday Offerings for Diocese (Palestine Mission)
Whi +sunday Offerings for Diocese (Episcopal Endowment)
Confirmation Offerings for Diocese
(Bishop's Discretionary Fund)
United Youth Offerings
Mite Boxes
Missionary Rally
Payments to Diocese (Debit Account)
EXHIBIT 2

purpose of forecasting receipts of cash and ready preparation of financial reports to the diocese. Most of the items shown under the diocesan and other
purposes control account represent collections for the account of the diocese
and could be considered as accounts payable. This also applies to the account
for early morning offerings. The loose offerings received at the early morning
services are appropriated to the rector for his discretionary fund.
The expense control accounts were set up on a functional basis (to the extent
deemed practicable) in accordance with responsibilities indicated on the parish's
organization chart. It was found that such a plan of grouping the expenses
facilitated the preparation and presentation of budgets. It will be noted that
the two digit numbers assigned to the natural classification of expenses (detailed accounts) is the same in the instances where the identical account appears
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under two or more of the functional controls. The expense accounts show in
Exhibit 3 the entries recorded in certain of the detailed accounts are as follows:
ALTAR SUPPLIES
This account is charged with the cost of
such items as candles, linen, flowers, wafers and wine.
CANVASS EXPENSE
Expenses relative to obtaining pledges from
the communicants are charged to this account. This includes such costs as postage, stationery and printing in connection
with conducting canvass of the congregation, etc.
CREDITS
This account is used to record recovered
expenses, credit adjustments of minor
amounts and payments by communicants

to defray such expenses as cost of pledge
envelopes (initials), theological periodicals (Forwards), etc.
GENERAL CHURCH SUPPLIES
This account is charged with expenditures
for choir gowns, church school envelopes,
books and literature, hymn books literature, pamphlets, music, pictures, pledge
envelopes, prayer books, and like items.
MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES
Charges to this account include the cost
of brooms, brushes, electric light globes,
floor oil, janitor supplies, mops, paper
towels, soap, toilet paper and wax.

Books of Original Entry and General Ledger
The books of original entry consist of a cash receipts record, cash disbursements record, cash disbursements analysis record, and journal voucher.
The cash receipts record is posted from the cash receipts report discussed in
a later section of this article. The cash disbursement record is posted from the
check book stubs. The stub for each check issued is coded with the account
number, or numbers, for distribution purposes. A cash disbursement analysis
record is maintained with respect to each expense control account, namely:
rector's expenses, choir and organ expenses, church school expenses, maintenance expenses and general expenses. This record is used for the purpose of
distributing the functional expenses according to natural classification. The
journal voucher is used to record ( 1 ) the aggregate annual pledges of the
communicants, (2) the monthly revenue from pledge collections, (3) write -off
of uncollected pledges, (4) liability for diocesan assessment and (5) correction
of errors in accounting distributions.
General ledger sheets, loose -leaf and with analysis columns, are used for
each control account. This permits recording the detailed account distribution
with respect to each control account on the same ledger sheet and avoids the
use of subsidiary records.

Procedure In Recording Pledges
The solicitation of pledges for a calendar year is started two months (or not
A U G U S T , 1952
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ST. LUKE'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Expense Accounts
ACCOUNT
*3000
3001
3002
3009
3019
3029
3031
3049

3050
3060
3083
3084
3099

ACCOUNT

RECTOR'S EXPENSES:
Salary— Rector
Salary— Curate
Occasional Help (Honorariums,
etc.)
Credits (Credit Account)
Hospitality, Entertainment, etc.
Insurance, Hospital and Medical
Payments to Rector for His Discretionary Fund (In Addition
to Early Morning Loose Offerings)
Pension Premiums
Rental of Rectory
Travel Allowances
Travel Expense, Conventions and
Meetings
Unclassified

*3100 CHOIR AND ORGAN EXPENSES:
Salary— Director of Music
Salary — Organist
Wages — Occasional
Credits (Credit Account)
General Church Supplies
Hospitality, Camp Expense, etc.
Insurance, Hospital and Medical
Laundry and Cleaning
Organ Maintenance
Theological and Other Periodicals
3199 Unclassified
3103
3104
3109
3119
3127
3129
3131
3138
3145
3182

*3200 CHURCH SCHOOL EXPENSES
3220 Decorations
3227 General Church Supplies
3261 Rental of Equipment
3299 Unclassified

3309
3319
3331
3340
3362
3363
3399

Wages — Occasional
Credits (Credit Account)
Insurance Hospital and Medical
Maintenance Supplies
Repair Materials
Repair Labor (Contracts, etc.)
Unclassified

*3400 GENERAL EXPENSES —UNALLOCATED:
Salary— Parish Secretary
Salary— Parish Bookkeeper
Wages — Occasional
Altar Supplies
Canvass Expense
Credits (Credit Account)
Decorations
Electricity, Gas and W ater
General Church Supplies
Hospitality, Entertainment, etc.
Insurance, Fire, etc.
Insurance, Hospital and Medical
Interest
Kitchen Supplies
Laundry and Cleaning
Postage
Printing
Rental of Equipment
Stationery and Office Supplies
Taxes, Property
Telephone and Telegraph
Theological and Other Periodicals
3483 Travel Allowances
3499 Unclassified
3405
3406
3409
3415
3417
3419
3420
3425
3427
3429
3430
3431
3435
3437
3438
3453
3454
3461
3470
3480
3481
3482

*3500 DIOCESAN ASSESSMENTS:

*3300 MAINTENANCE EXPENSES:
3308 Salary— Sexton

3521 Missionary Funds
3522 Diocesan Funds
*Control Account.

EXHIBIT 3
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later than six weeks) before the beginning of the year. The communicants are
asked to complete pledge cards (a 31/2 x 6 inch card showing amount of pledge,
method of payment, and name of pledgor), so as to establish in writing the
amounts and methods of payment of their pledges. Most of the pledge cards
are completed and signed as a result of a mail solicitation. Others are obtained
by a door -to -door canvass.
When the major portion of signed pledge cards is received in the church
office, they are sorted into two groups. Group One is composed of cards which
indicate weekly payments and group Two consists of those indicating other
methods of payment. Each group of cards is arranged in alphabetical order.
The weekly payment cards are numbered in sequence from one up. The second
group of pledge cards — covering monthly, quarterly, semiannual and annual
payments —is numbered in sequence, commencing with a number following
the last number reserved for weekly pledges.
Prenumbered and predated sets of pledge envelopes are furnished to the
communicants who make weekly pledges. Pledge envelopes are used by the
greater portion of the congregation for making their contributions to the parish,
inasmuch as most pledges are on a weekly basis. The sets of envelopes include
an envelope for each Sunday and other church day of the year and are distributed to the pledgers in accordance with the numbers assigned to their pledge
cards.
After the pledge cards are numbered and annual amounts pledged are noted
on them, they are registered in the pledges receivable record. This loose -leaf
record provides for the recording of forty pledges on each page, with column
headings for (1) communicant's name and address, (2) amount of annual
pledge, with details as to basis of payment (i.e. weekly, monthly, quarterly,
etc.) and amounts of individual payments and (3) collections. Each line on
the page is numbered to correspond with the numbers placed on the pledge
cards. The portion of the record applicable to collections provides separate
columns for each week of the year, for a summary of collections by quarters,
and for the balance of pledges receivable at the end of each quarter. Payments
made at the time of pledge, if in advance of the year to which the pledge applies, are noted in a special column.
No matter how vigorous or concentrated a pledge campaign is carried out,
there will be some communicants who will not turn in their pledge cards until
late in January or until February or March. Cards for these, together with new
members joining the parish, will tend to upset the original alphabetical arrangement. However, this is not a problem because, once these late cards have been
AUGUST, 1952
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ST. LUKE'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Cash Receipts Report
C.R.R. NO.
of
Month
DETAILED ACCOUNT CONTROL ACCOUNT
NO.
AMOUNT
NO.
AMOUNT

NAME OF ACCOUNT

PLEDGES RECEIVABLE:
1951 Pledges ..................... ............................... 301
1952 Pledges ..................... ............................... 302
REVENUE — GENERAL PARISH PURPOSES:
PLATE COLLECTIONS —
Easter— Thanksgiving— Christmas ............
(2002)
(2003)
(2004) ................
AllO ther ....................... ............................... 2005
Special Donations— Parish Organizations 2006
Special Offerings — Others ............................ 2010

300

;

Day

195

;

For W eek ending Sunday

2000

OTHER INCOME —
Dividends ..................... ............................... 2050
Donations for Use of Parish Facilities.... 2052
Weddings, Funerals, etc ........................... 2053
REVENUE — SPECIAL PARISH PURPOSES:
Offerings from Early Morning Service ........
Church School Collections ..........................
Special Donations— Parish Organizations....
Special Offerings— Others ............................

2100
2101
2105
2106
2110

REVENUE — DIOCESAN AND OTHER PURPOSES:
Good Friday Offerings .................................. 2201
Whitsunday Offerings ..... ............................... 2102
Confirmation Offerings ... ............................... 2203
United Youth Offerings . ............................... 2204
Mite Boxes ....................... ............................... 2205

2200

OTHER CASH RECEIPTS:
General Expenses ............. ...............................
Credits (Initials, Forwards, etc.) ............ 3419
Accounts Receivable ....... ...............................

3400

200

TOTAL DEPOSITED IN BANK (Attach duplicate copy of Deposit Slip)

j

Note: In addition to a duplicate copy of the Deposit Slip, this report must be supported by original record of cash receipts and complete details with respect
to cash received. Pledge envelopes must be retained until audited.
Prepared by
Deposited by
EXHIBIT 4
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numbered and registered, they are placed in the card file in alphabetical order
for reference purposes.
The totals of pledges receivable and collections, as detailed on the record
sheets, are recapitulated on summary sheets contained in the front of the pledges
receivable register. The total of the annual pledges (subject to adjustment as
late pledges are added) is the basis for a journal entry to record the aggregate
pledges for the year. The total of each week's collections as shown by the
records must agree with the pledge collections on the weekly cash receipts
report.
As of the end of each three months (each calendar quarter), the balance of
each communicant's account is determined and recorded on the collection record
by deducting the aggregate collections from the annual amount of the pledges.
The balances of the individual pledge accounts are totaled and carried forward
to the summary sheet. The grand total of the balances must agree with the
pledge receivable account in the general ledger.
After the individual pledge accounts have been balanced with the control
account, quarterly statements are prepared for each pledger's account. These
statements are designed to be address marked and to be mailed in window
envelopes. They serve to remind pledgers if payments are in arrears and they
furnish all communicants with a record of their accounts. If errors in posting
have been made, the statements provide an opportunity to correct them. The
average pledger likes to know that his contributions are being properly accounted for and, for this reason alone, the preparation of quarterly statements
is well justified.
As a word of precaution relative to the keeping of pledge records, it may be
commented that there are communicants who will request pledge envelopes
before they turn in their pledge cards (and some never sign a formal pledge).
The distribution of envelopes prior to obtaining pledge cards should be avoided
to the fullest extent possible but, if it cannot be avoided, these envelopes should
be issued on the basis of the last numbers first.
Handling of Cash Receipts
In order to avoid an onerous and confining task being accomplished by the
same persons each Sunday, the counting of cash is done by several groups from
members of the parish on a rotating basis, under the supervision of the senior
warden, treasurer, assistant treasurer or some other suitable qualified person.
Because this work is accomplished by a number of volunteers and involves
changes in personnel on successive Sundays, it is necess:-y to set forth written
A U G U S T , 19 52
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ST. LUKE'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Statement of Revenue
195

THIS M O N TH
ACTUAL
BUDGET

YEAR TO DATE
ACTUAL
BUDGET

$

GENERAL PARISH PURPOSES:
Pledge Collections ..... ...............................
Plate Collections —
Easter ....................... ...............................
Thanksgiving ........... ...............................
Christmas ................. ...............................
AllO ther ................. ...............................

MONTHS ENDED

$

AND

$

195

$

MONTH OF

Special Offerings
Parish Organizations ............................
Others ..................... ...............................

$

$

$

s

DIOCESAN AND OTHER PURPOSES:
Good Friday Offerings ............................ $
Whitsunday Offerings ..............................
Confirmations Offerings ..........................
United Youth Offerings ............................
Mite Boxes Offerings . ...............................
Missionary Rally ......... ...............................
Payments to Diocese (Debit) ..................

$

$

$
s

s

SPECIAL PARISH PURPOSES:
Early Morning Service, Loose Offerings..
Payments to Rector (Debit) ....................
Church School Collections ......................
Special Donations ....... ...............................
Parish Organizations ............................
Others ....................... ...............................

$

Other Income
Dividends ................. ...............................
Interest ..................... ...............................
Donations for use of Parish Facilities
Weddings, Funerals, Etc .......................
Sundry ..................... ...............................

$

EXHIBIT 5

procedures to assure the maintenance of adequate controls and the continuity of
uniform records. The procedures established are described in the following
paragraphs.
A record of cash receipts was designed to replace the work sheet formerly
used to record the original receipt of cash. Loose offerings, consisting of early
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morning offerings and other plates receipts, are counted by two individuals
independently of one another. When the counts have been agreed the amounts
are entered in the appropriate space on the record. Until this is done, the funds
are not commingled. Also, this money is kept apart from the cash taken out
of pledge envelopes until the procedure for the latter has been accomplished.
Each envelope is opened and the cash in it is counted. The amount counted
is written on the envelope. This work requires concentration and care because,
if the wrong amount is written on the envelope, it is not possible to detect the
error unless the contents of each envelope has been recounted by another person.
This obviously is not practicable. Most of the envelopes contain members' payments on account of their pledge accounts and, if an incorrect amount is written,
the pledge account will not receive proper credit.
As the empty envelopes accumulate, a member of the group sorts and arranges
them according to the applicable column headings shown on the record and,
when a sufficient number has been accumulated, he commences listing the
amounts (written thereon), by means of an adding machine. The combined
totals of the adding machine tapes are then reconciled with the total of the
count of the cash taken from the envelopes. In the event that there is an unlocated difference between these two totals, it means that the count of the contents of one or more envelopes was incorrect or that the amount counted was
incorrectly written on one or more envelopes. When such a difference arises,
it is added to (if an overage of cash) or deducted from (if a shortage of cash)
the total amount and other loose offerings amount on a special line provided
on the cash receipts record.
Cash receipts in the nature of checks are listed on the record to show the name
of the maker (if the account to be credited is different from that of the maker,
name of such account should be specified) and the amounts of checks are entered in the appropriate columns. Inasmuch as most checks will be received
through the mail prior to the Sunday on which the week ends, such checks may
be listed any time during the particular week.
Upon the completion of the steps in the count, the funds can be combined for
the purpose of preparing the bank deposit slip. This is prepared in duplicate
so that the copy, when authenticated by the bank, can be filed with the Cash
Receipts Report (Exhibit 4). The records of cash receipts are footed and cross cast and the combined total of the various columns agreed with the amount of
the deposit. All persons participating in the work of counting, recording and
balancing the cash receipts, are required to affix their signatures to the record
of cash receipts, in appropriate spaces provided.
A U G U S T , 1952
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ST. LUKE'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Captions for Statement of Expenses*
MONTH OF

195

AND

RECTOR'S EXPENSES:

MONTHS ENDED

195

MAINTENANCE EXPENSES:

Salary— Rector

Salary — Sexton

Salary— Curate

Wages — Occasional Help

Occasional Help, Honorariums, etc.

Credits

Credits

Insurance, Hospital and Medical

Hospitality, Entertainment, etc.

Maintenance Supplies

Insurance, Hospital and Medical

Repair Material

Payments to Rector for his Discretionary Fund

Unclassified

Repair Outside Labor (contracts, etc.)

Pension Premiums
GENERAL EXPENSES:

Rental of Rectory
Travel Allowance

Salary— Parish Secretary

Travel Expense, Conventions and Meetings
Unclassified

Salary— Parish Bookkeeper
Wages — Occasional Help
Altar Supplies
Canvass Expense

CHOIR AND ORGAN EXPENSES:

Credits

Salary— Director of Music

Decorations

Salary— Organist

Electricity, Gas and Water

Wages — Occasional Help

General Church Supplies

Credits

Insurance, Fire, Liability, Etc.

General Church Supplies

Insurance, Hospital and Medical

Hospitality, Camp Expenses, Etc.
Insurance, Hospital and Medical

Interest
Kitchen Supplies

Laundry and Cleaning

Laundry and Cleaning

Organ Maintenance

Postage

Theological and other Periodicals

Printing

Unclassified

Rental of Equipment
Stationery and Office Supplies

CHURCH SCHOOL EXPENSES:

Taxes, Property

Decorations

Telephone

General Church Supplies

Theological and Other Periodicals

Rental of Equipment

Travel Allowance

Unclassified

Unclassified

• MONTHLY AND YEAR -TO -DATE ACTUAL AND BUDGET COLUMNS ARE USED.

EXHIBIT 6
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Upon completion of counting and recording the cash receipts, the envelopes,
which represent the detailed records of a large portion of the cash receipts, are
turned over to the treasurer's office intact. The adding machine tapes remain
attached to each bundle of envelopes. Envelopes which contained collections
on account of pledges are used to post the individual pledge receivable accounts,
so the need for their safekeeping is apparent. After the individual pledge accounts have been posted, the envelopes are retained until audited by the auditing
committee.
The purpose of the cash receipts report is to summarize the data shown on
the record of cash receipts according to detailed and control account classifications. The report is then used as the posting media to the cash receipts book.

Church Budgeting
The financial affairs of a church should be controlled by means of appropriate budgets. Proper planning and capable direction of financial matters
gives the members of a church confidence in the management of its temporalities. Once such confidence is gained, it can be easier to obtain adequate financial
support from the members. Prior to soliciting and canvassing members of the
parish for their pledges, a proposed budget of expenditures for the coming
year is prepared by the finance and budget committee and the treasurer. This
proposed budget of expenditures is submitted to the members in the same
functional form as set forth on the financial statements discussed below.
At the end of January or early in February, when most of the pledges have
been obtained, the treasurer and the finance and budget committee prepare an
operating budget for the year. This budget is prepared on a monthly basis.
Because the pledges receivable represent the greater portion of the parish revenue, it is not too difficult to forecast the revenue for the year, by months, with
a reasonable degree of accuracy. The expenditures are then budgeted to conform to the estimated revenue on the monthly basis.

Financial Statements; Auditing; Internal Control
Financial statements are submitted to the vestry each month by the treasurer.
The operating statements (Exhibits 5 and 6) show the results of the operations
for the month and year -to -date in comparison with the budgeted amounts. As
a whole the financial statements consist of:
I. Statement of assets and liabilities, showing:
AUGUST, 1952

a. Assets as to—
I. Cash in banks and on hand
1313
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2. Accounts receivable
3. Pledges receivable (see contra
account)
Inventories
5. Investments
6. Fixed assets
7. Trust accounts
b. Liabilities as to—
I. Notes payable
2. Accounts payable
3. Mortgage payable
4. Pledges receivable contra account
5. Trust capital accounts
6. Parish general capital account

2. Summary statement of operations show ing:
a. Revenue as to—
I. General parish purposes
2. Special parish purposes
3. Diocesan and other purposes
b. Expenses as to—
I. Rector's expenses
2. Choir and organ expenses
3. Church school expenses
4. Maintenance expenses
5. General expenses
6. Diocesan assessments

The auditing committee, composed of a chairman (who is a certified public
accountant) and two assistants, audit the parish financial records on a quarterly
basis. This has proved desirable because it precludes having all the work fall
at one time (usually January) when audited statements are required by the
diocese. Also it is a means of avoiding the accumulation of too many pledge
envelopes, which soon become a filing problem. The work of this committee
is carried out on a voluntary basis.
By planning and proper organization, many members of the parish are able
to contribute their services constructively without involving any great hardship
or burden upon any single person. The procedures for counting the cash receipts and the work of the auditing committee are examples. A part -time
parish bookkeeper posts the pledges receivable record, the cash receipts and
disbursements records and the general ledger. The senior warden prepares
the disbursement checks for payment of vendors' invoices and payrolls. Two
signatures are required on checks for withdrawal of parish funds from bank
accounts. All cash receipts are deposited intact.
The treasurer or the assistant treasurer prepares the monthly financial statements. The preparation and mailing of quarterly pledge account statements
requires the combined efforts of the parish bookkeeper, parish secretary, the
treasurer, the assistant treasurer and several members of the vestry. As previously mentioned, the finance and budget committee work together with the
treasurer in the preparation of the budgets. It is obvious that such a division
of the work affords a system of internal control which otherwise might not be
practicable.
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THE

WORKSHOP

Counter - Attacking Direct Labor Variances
by JOE WINTERS
Cost Supervisor, American Seating Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Foreknowledge of the effect of the use of any alternate production
method which becomes necessary —and the dissemination of this information to all in a position to limit and finally to end the resulting
variance —is a part of the procedure here described. Central to the
procedure in its entirety, is a classification code for direct labor variances, which recognizes thirteen principal causes. The company revises its standards as a whole annually and individual standards as
needed.

D

IR EC T L AB OR V A RI AN CE S

are just
so many enemies constantly at
work tearing down what the entire
organization is attempting to build
up, viz. a legitimate profit. These enemies employ a multitude of weapons
and their tactics and strategy range
anywhere from a direct attack to the
most insidious form of infiltration.
This requires alertness and determination on the part of all concerned. A
company should be well - organized and
all its defense efforts should be so coordinated that the ravages of the common foe can be kept at a minimum.
Cost control, unlike the numerous
distinct functions found in any organization, is not the sole responsibility of
a single man or department. The control of direct labor costs is no excepA U G U S T, 1952

tion. Not only the immediate supervisors or foremen in the manufacturing departments, but a host of others
in the various staff departments, definitely can and most certainly must
contribute their efforts toward the prevention and control of, as well as the
elimination of the causes for, direct
labor variances.
Costs Controlled to Existing Standards

To keep things clear throughout this
discussion, it may be well to state at
the outset that the remarks which follow center around a standard cost system. The primary objective of the
method of variance analysis and reporting described here is cost control,
not cost reduction. In other words,
our efforts toward cost control aim at
1517

CONTROL STRUCTURE FOR DIRECT LABOR COSTS
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Caution

Knowledge

Remedial Action

Prevention

Analysis

Limitation

Classification

Evaluation

Notification

EXHIBIT 1

is

keeping our cost of direct labor within also most essential to introduce new
the bounds established by the stand- economies continually so as to bring
the present standards down to new
ard costs.
Quite naturally, all data and perti- low levels.
Keeping in mind the fact that direct
nent information brought to light by
the work of althis means is scrutinized very closely labor cost control
for possible improvement in methods, most the entire organization, it is evietc., ultimately resulting in cost reduc- dent that the various elements of a
tion. The latter, accordingly, we con- sound variance control do not follow
sider a paring down, of the present strictly departmental lines. This
standard costs through simplification, should be remembered in looking at
greater mechanization, better planning, the variance control structure diaetc. Cost reduction is a story all by grammed in Exhibit 1 . I have built it
itself and is not emphasized in what up to resemble a formidable wall to
is offered here. Nevertheless, endeav- prevent the enemy from coming in
ors toward better cost control as well like a flood. The side headings of this
as greater cost reduction should be article utilize the key words for concarried on side by side. It is not only trol with which the blocks of the wall
important to keep as closely as pos- are labelled, starting with those at the
sible within the present standards, but bottom, or foundation. It may be
1518
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mentioned here that, although our
company uses a form of incentive
wage system, the principles discussed
will be found to apply to direct labor
cost control generally.

Classification of Variances
and Use of Coding

It is well to know your enemy. This
will conserve ammunition and increase
the effectiveness of the defensive action. Variances are brought about by
Analysis of Prospective Variances
Arising from Alternate M ethods
either men, material, machinery, manAs a rule the foreman, process engi- agement or methods. Insofar as posneer, methods and time study men sible, variances should be classified accounterattack at once by searching into cording to lines of responsibility. This
the cause of potential variances reflect- means responsibility not only with reing use of a nonstandard method. The gard to the origin of the variance, but
staff men are called in to rate and regalso its control and ultimate eliminaulate an alternate operation to be pertion. The work of classifying is by
formed in a department. Here is
no means an easy one. Too few classes
where labor cost control begins. The
result
in improper placing of responproblem at hand is not solely to esablish an equitable production standard sibility. Too many make the system
and devise a suitable method to do the unwieldy and impracticable.
The list of representative variance
work along the lines now found necessary. We must also know at this point classifications, given below, is submitwhy the alternate method is to be fol- ted without any claims to perfection.
lowed.
It will serve to illustrate the requireIs this deburring operation neces- ments for proper classification. The
sary because of poor workmanship in primary reason for the variance detera previous department or operation, or mines the code letter. For example,
is it due to a faulty die? As a matter
the use of an alternate material may
of fact, the question may well be
require the use of alternate equipment,
asked, in some instances, whether or
but the primary reason is "alternate
not the operation is necessary at all.
material."
Code A, not Code S, apFor example do the specifications require the part to be in the exact con- plies. Our code list follows:
dition demanded by the inspector?
This type of inquiry is the crucial CODE A— Alternate Material
point in the cost control structure, the This covers the use of any material other
than standard. For illustration, if coil steel
corner stone. If this stone is not laid is used in place of standard sheet steel, the
well, cost control efforts will all too difference between the direct labor cost of
the alternate and standard method would be
often fail at the start.
shown under this code.
A U G U S T , 1932
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CODE

Alternate Construction

Used whenever alternate rates are set as
the result of the use of an alternate construction. This refers to excess costs on any
alternate construction not recognized in
sales price lists. An example would be
using a 7 -ply 1/16" veneer construction in
place of 5 -ply /g" veneer.
CODE E— Alternate Operations Due to Defective Workmanship
This code is used wherever an additional
cost is incurred as a result of poor workmanship. For example, a machine operator
pushes stock too fast through a machine or
the tools are dull, causing tear -outs and additibnal sanding.
CODE F— Defective Stock
This refers to excess direct labor costs
caused by inferior quality of material. It is
encountered quite often in the assembly of
metal and wood parts.
CODE H— Defective Equipment
Covers direct labor variances resulting from
the use of defective equipment. For illustration, if an assembly jig should be out of
order, necessitating extra cost for this operation, this code applies.
CODE J— Experimental Methods
Whenever a methods engineer is experimenting with a different manufacturing procedure, such as belt sanding intead of drum
sanding, or rearranging a line for greater
efficiency, Code J is used.
CODE K —Smell Jobs
Used when variances occur due to small runs
or low production.
CODE L —New Product Using Temporary
Tools
When operations are rated on a new product, where the tooling is not established,
the variance is charged to Code L.
CODE M —Use of Other Than Standard
Labor Classification
Whenever an employee from a higher labor
class is used to perform work on a lower
labor class, any loss resulting from such
transfer of labor is chargeable to this code.
CODE N— Unrated Operations
Variances charged to this code refer to
labor costs in excess of the estimated rate
1520

in standard costs and apply to excess costs
while (I ) waiting for the rate to be returned from the industrial engineering department, (2) delay in requesting a rate
and (3) operations not to be rated.
CODE P —Other Than Standard Quantities
Our standard costs are based upon packing
our product in a standard package. Sometimes it is necessary to pack our product in
other than the standard quantities. Whenever this is done, the difference in cost between the standard quantity and the quantity being produced is chargeable to this
code. For illustration, certain chairs are
usually packed six to a box. For convenience, in handling by branches in warehouses, we also pack some two to a box
and some singly.
CODE S— Alternate Equipment
scheduling requirements)

(Due to

Often there are several machines which can
be used to perform an operation. The
standard cost as shown on the process sheets
is based upon the most efficient method.
If an alternate machine or piece of equipment must be used, any variance will be
shown as Code S. For illustration, steel
stampings can often be produced on more
than one press.
CODE V —Use of Other Than Regular Num
ber of Men
Variances are charged to this code whenever a team or group of workers has a less
or greater number of members than normal,
as a result of manpower shortage, increase
in production or other abnormal condition.
Evaluation of Prospective Variances;
Standard Cost Revisions

The need for determining the
strength of the enemy was felt even
in ancient times. "Or what king, going to encounter another king in war,
will not sit down first and take counsel whether he is able with ten thousand to meet him who comes against
him with twenty thousand?" (New
Testament.) So, in modern industry,
the cost of an alternate production
method must be estimated at once,
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

with as great a degree of accuracy as of the potential variance. This varipossible. In our company the labor ance will reduce our profit unless we
cost per hundred or thousand pieces use every means at our disposal
can be readily determined after the promptly to restrict the alternate rate
alternate incentive rate is established, to as short a period as possible and
since we now have the time factor and eventually annihilate this variance
the labor rate per hour.
enemy completely.
It remains, then, to determine the
Not to be overlooked at this point
approximate number of pieces for is the need for a comprehensive record
which the alternate incentive rate is to serve as a basis for building up and
to be used. This is an important part maintaining the standard cost. Our
of labor cost control, since failure to manufacturing process data sheet
circumscribe the use of the substitute serves in this capacity. It brings toincentive occasioned by the substitute gether on one sheet for each manmethod may result in needless and ufactured part and assembly, the
often excessive variances. After the complete bill of materials and the
alternate cost has been determined to approved line -up of operations, tothe best of our ability, it is measured gether with the necessary information
against an up -to- the - minute standard as to press number, die number and
cost. This will give us the amount of the like, plus an accurate record of
the expected variance. And its mag- the incentive rates established for each
nitude will at times be staggering. operation. Again, full cooperation on
Our standard costs are completely the part of all concerned is essential
revised once a year. For convenience, toward keeping this record completely
we call this annual standard cost the up -to -date. It must reflect the pre"basic" standard. For measuring the sent specifications, rates and methods
labor variances, we also maintain what which have been approved as standard
we call a "current" standard cost. This by the proper staff departments. Then
standard cost reflects the changes in only can the labor variances be acincentive rates from day to day re- curately evaluated.
Underestimating the strength of the
sulting from corresponding permanent
changes in type or location of equip- enemy has led to the downfall of
ment used, improvements in machine many well- equipped forces.
methods or manual methods, and Notification —At Once Is Not Too Soon
changes in material specifications or
Advance information of an aptype of construction. The alternate proaching attack permits us to take
cost, then, is measured against this prompt measures to receive the enemy
current standard to give us the amount with appropriate weapons. Everyone
A U G U S T , 1932
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OPERATION DESCRIPTION SHEET
Date Typed II -2 -50
MACH. NAME Edge Sander
MACH. NO. 619
RPM.
SPM.
FT. /MIN.
FEED /REV.
FEED /MIN.
FEED /TOOTH
DIE NO.
FIXTURE
TOOL DESCRIPTION
NO. OF TEETH
COOLANT
ROD
AMPS.
VOLTAGE
WHEEL SIZE
GRAIN
1
/2
GRADE OF SANDPAPER 1
SAFETY EQUIPMENT
Quantity to be run on this rate 50,000

STD. PCS.
PER HR.

MA CH . HR S.
PER PC.

80
0125
PART NUMBER 08132
PART NAME End Std.

WIDTH
THICK.
DIA.
AREA
FINISH DIMENSIONS
WIDTH 18 THICK. 2
LENGTH 33 1/4
Rear edge 33 1/ 4 "
Front edge 23 1/ 2 "

n

z

TYPE Oak
LENGTH
GAUGE

1

STANDARD
HRS. /PC.

0125

CO S T N O .

OPER. NO.
TEMP.

1523

IOH

2 side edges
RATE CHANGED FROM
TO
REASON FOR STUDY No std.
RUN WILL START
A.M.
P.M.

OPER. SEQUENCE
AND RUN ABOUT

HRS.

OPERATION BREAKDOW N

IMPORTANT STEPS IN OPERATION
Pick up end

"KEY POINTS" - KNACKS - HAZARDS
FEEL - TIMING
1 per time from flat at right rear

Pos. to rough sand front edge

Flat on mach. bed front edge to sand
belt

Sand & check

I pass against & I with belt travel, look
sanded edge over

REMARKS:
to
C
h
h

EMPLOYEES
MA LE FEMALE

Bldg. 6

OPERATION NAME Rough edge sand

MATERIAL

ROUGH DIMENSIONS

Date
Dept. 34

SKETCH

z

H
EXHIBIT 2

along the line must be alerted, so
that the element of surprise will not
be an advantage to the foe. An accurate list of killed, wounded and
missing constitutes the poorest form
of defense. It is true that a neatly
compiled and classified report showing
what happened last week is still considered a necessary formality, and does
serve as a control after a fashion.
However, this control is largely limited to disciplinary action upon the
officers or men responsible for inroads
made by the enemy.
I prefer the direct approach. Hence,
the next step, which is the logical
thing to do after analyzing, classifying
and evaluating the variances, is to tell
the right people about it at once.
Our Operation Description Sheet (Exhibit 2) serves as an excellent medium
for telling the whole story completely,
quickly and with a minimum of effort
and expense.
The industrial engineering department prepares these forms in the usual
way upon the completion of a time
study (duly approved by the methods
engineer). In addition to the regular
copy for the manufacturing department performing the work, the copy
for the cost department, and those for
the regular file, three additional copies
are prepared for variance reporting
and sent to the cost department. The
reverse side of these extra copies carries the variance data illustrated in
Exhibit 3. The cost department computes the special cost, which is obAU G U S T , 1 9 5 2

tained by extending the hours per one
hundred units, times the labor rate
applicable. The current standard cost
for the operation is taken from the
cost department copy of the manufacturing process data. The variance
per one hundred units, thus obtained
is extended by the estimated number
of pieces to be run in this way, to
arrive at the total expected or potential
variance for the alternate operation.
Prevention of Further Variance
Sometimes Practicable

A show of strength at the right
time may induce the enemy to call
off the attack. A request for an alternate rate for a productive operation
should not be treated as just another
call in the line of duty. It is an alert
to warn against an impending variance
incursion. The variance may prove to
be of such size as to demand a special
council of war. An extremely excessive
cost will demand a thorough investigation. The production job should
be held up pending the results of the
investigation. In the case of a variance
due to the use of alternate equipment,
we may decide to re- schedule several
other jobs in order to obviate the use
of the excessively high alternate rate
placed under surveillance. In the case
of defective workmanship on a previous operation, necessitating excessive
labor costs, we may find that it is less
expensive to scrap the parts and cancel
the alternate rate.
1523

NOTIFICATION OF POTENTIAL DIRECT LABOR VARIANCE AS A RESULT
OF USE OF ALTERNATE METHOD
TO THE FOREMAN — Dept.........................

Date..........

The accompanying Operation Description Sheet is issued to take care of a temporary situation existing in your department. On the basis of the expected run of
..,...............pieces for which this Production Standard is to be used, a Direct Labor
Variance of $ ........................ appears likely.
Please take whatever steps you consider advisable in order to correct this situation
at the earliest possible time and thus keep this variance, which will be charged to
your department, at a minimum.

Hours
per C
1.25

Special Cost
Standard Cost
Variance per C
Quantity
Total expected variance

Labor
rate
$1.50

$

A copy of this Operation Description Sheet is being sent to ......................................
............................................Department to permit its staff to take prompt action in
correcting this condition so far as possible.
Cost
per C
1.88
1.38
.50
50,000

$250.00

EXHIBIT 3

Prevention will be most successful
when the departmental manufacturing
process data are constantly referred
to and when doubtful cases are always
promptly brought to the attention of
the methods man for his expert opinion. Prevention of variances is the
ideal form of cost control, a peace
treaty before a shot is fired.
Limitation— Action In the
"Holding" Stage

There are times when it is wise
to bend our efforts toward holding
off the enemy until sufficient reinforcements can be brought up from the
rear. Our variance may be of such
proportions as to demand the strong1524

est possible action. However, as in the
case of defective equipment, it may
be definitely impossible to repair the
machine now, due to difficulty in obtaining the right parts. Perhaps we
can arrange to reduce our immediate
requirements to some extent, or we
may find it less costly to purchase the
items normally produced on this machine. In other cases, it may prove
expedient to have certain necessary
operations performed by an outside
concern.
Another form of limitation of the
effect of variances is the rigid control
of the alternate rate. Alternate rates
are just so many permits to go ahead
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

and spend company money in excess factors to look into.
of standard. Accordingly, they must be
Defect i ve equi pm en t cal l s for
cancelled and withdrawn from use as speedy repair. Recurrences may unsoon as they have served the purpose derscore the need for better mainfor which they were issued. Careless- tenance. Always find out why, if
ness in this regard may lead to ad- possible. Is the operator thoroughly
ditional variances and may even result familiar with the operation of the
in trouble for the industrial relations machine? Will a slight change in
department.
specification or design eliminate the
danger of die - breakage? Is it better
Remedial Action —This Is
to transfer this work to a slower maTHE Counter-Attack
chine and avoid these breakdowns?
And now the concerted and all -out Are we trying to keep a worn -out maattack. No quarter is asked, none is chine running? Questions like this can
taken. The enemy must be completely be multiplied to a good purpose.
wiped out.
Variances caused by management
Remedial action means contacting should be called to the attention of
the men who created the variances. the individual responsible. Accepting
It must be made very clear to them orders requiring the scheduling of
how they were instrumental in increas- work to alternate machines or to a
ing labor costs. This is essential. It is different department is a common
here that the previous work of analysis "sin." Promising early delivery is anand classification proves its worth. We other. Result: "scheduling requiremust know definitely that we are talk- ments" variances, "temporary tools"
ing to the right man.
variances, "other number of men" varAlternate or defective materials iances, not to mention variances
require checking into the sources, thrown into sundry classifications becomparative prices, specific material cause of difficulty in analyzing. For
weaknesses or difficulties encountered. example, "alternate construction" varChecking the point at which the deiances may be the result of the sales
fects appear may result in either a
manager's acceptance of super - special
change in specifications or a different
orders to satisfy favorite customers.
method of handling or manufacturing.
Unrated operations may not all be
Better procurement is sometimes inlaid
at the time study department's
dicated, of course, or closer coordination of scheduling with material door. Again, why didn't we have a
control. Better raw materials inspec- rate? Why wasn't the introduction of
tion, closer checking of machine set- the new method synchronized with
ups, tolerances, gauges, are other the establishment of a new production
A U G U S T , 19 32
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standard? Was the rate request placed plete. A keener, shrewder perception
well enough in advance? Was the rate of the basic, underlying causes of the
department notified at all? On the variance will lead to a better and
other hand, why did the rate depart- sounder analysis. The other elements
ment fail? Is the department inade- of cost control which have already
quately manned or should we demand been identified will be more effecbetter planning from it? Here again tively handled.
it is well to remember that numerous
Hence the work of classifying direct
variances fall into a particular category labor variances will become increasbecause of a complexity of causes. De- ingly familiar. We will not underestifective workmanship in one depart- mate the enemy nearby as often as
ment may place an excessive load on we did before. As to notification, it
the next department, thus creating will have been learned to get urgent
unrated" variances. Perhaps the en- messages through the enemy's lines
tire department's work had to be hours sooner than at first. Which kind
re- scheduled. Or additional, inexperi- of variance demands the speediest
enced men had to be pressed into kind of attention wi ll also be better
service, etc.
known.
To sum up, remedial action deParticularly in the area of variance
mands prompt, judicious, determined prevention, acquired experience, cauand insistent effort in removing the tion and knowledge will stand us in
underlying causes of the labor var- good stead. Enemy scouting parties
iances brought to light by the pro- will be dealt with effectively and uncedures described.
erringly, time after time. Coordination
is the secret to success here. A simple
Experience, Caution, Knowledge:
phone call, a brief memo, a short,
The Personal Factors In Control
snappy conference —all or any of these
Seasoned veterans of many cam- at the right time, comprehending the
paigns possess all three of the attri- right people, often attain the desired
butes named and capitalize on these objective of preventing needless direct
assets to the fullest extent. Constant, labor variances. Their limitation also
conscientious effort on the part of benefits from our experience. We beeveryone responsible for labor cost come more adept at localizing the atcontrol will result in a cost - conscious tack. It is important enough to repeat
organization. Each one will gradually that labor rates on nonpreferred (alacquire that sixth sense which warns ternate) production methods are a
of an approaching enemy. Analysis drain on profits. It is necessary to keep
will be more accurate and more com- an eye on every one of them and not
11
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to rest until they have been put out
of harm's way.
Finally, the entire area of remedial
action benefits from the hard lessons
continually learned. We become diplomats in handling people and find
out more about materials, substitutes,
sources, material inspection and also,
at this point coordination, than we
ever thought possible. Our machinery
and equipment, (since we live in a
machine age) take on an aspect engendering the highest deference and
respect. Has anyone ever found the
limit of the use to which machines
can be put, provided they are maintained properly, replaced at the right
time, modernized whenever possible,
and their valuable time scheduled the
best way practicable?

Working together as a team, the
cost control squad will press forward
to ultimate victory. As indicated at
the start, controlling direct labor costs
along lines above described will indirectly contribute toward attaining
a kindred goal, viz, cost reduction.
The facts constantly brought to light
throughout the entire cost control campaign will be turned over to the officers of the cost reduction division.
They w i l l in turn profit at numerous
points by the strategic and other information obtained. Thus the units
responsible for reduction and the control of direct labor costs will both
receive a substantial part of the glory
of the company's success in producing
an honest, legitimate and worth -while
profit.

A Battery of Labor Efficiency Reports
by ROLFE WYER
Supervisor of Budgets and Systems, Solar Aircraft Co., San Diego, Calif.

What do you do to control labor outlay in are industry in which
costs are collected by jobs, standards determination is in one of
several experimental stages and labor training, job tooling, and
condition of equipment are touch and go, largely because of the
circumstances under which contracts are accepted? As this article
indicates, you do the best you can and you may do surprisingly well

and crop up with a set of basic and final reports on labor performance which take in stride the obstacles to their development.
of this article is twoT fold:purpose
(1) To present a study of
HE

labor reporting in the aircraft parts
industry with its characteristic conditions and ( 2 ) to stimulate, within
a wider field, renewed interest in direct labor reporting.
A U G U S T , 1952

To provide a framework for the
reports to be outlined, a brief description of the aircraft parts industry is
pertinent. Responsibility for product
design normally rests with the customer or prime contractor who is, in
turn, geared to the demands of the
1527
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EXHIBIT 1

armed forces. Design is not stable and
uninterrupted production of any major assembly for six months is unusual.
The industry is under - capitalized.
Facilities are frequently government furnished. Tooling is customer owned and, because of recurrent design changes, usually inadequate.
Costs are accumulated by job order.
The industry is subject to both price
redetermination and renegotiation and
this is the primary consideration in the
cost system. Under the circumstances
it would be unrealistic to assign sole
responsibility for labor efficiency to
shop foremen. Obviously, efficient
production is a joint responsibility
involving scheduling, tooling, engineering, storing and maintenance
functions. While this is true in most
industries, complex and variable conditions in the aircraft parts industry
have a bearing on labor costs, which
call for comparable reporting.
1528

What Use Can You Make of
the Standards You Have?

Plans to begin regular labor reporting where there has been none, are
usually greeted by expressions of anticipated failure from many members
of the organization. These opinions
are based upon lack of adequate measuring sticks for regular reporting.
When the standards used in estimating are suggested as a starting point,
the stock answer is that they are inaccurate and hence would do more harm
than good. This is one of the critical points in establishing labor reporting. While too much caution in setting up new reports cannot be employed, proposals to re -work the standards before installing labor reporting
should be rejected. The mechanics of
preparing the reports can be put into
operation whether or not the standards are finally shown.
Although development of standards
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN
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EXHIBIT 2

is not the cost accountant's responsibility, he must obtain satisfactory answers to the three questions before he
can proceed with labor reporting. First,
what kind of standards will be used?
Standards which apply equal times
to equal operations and can be readily
applied to new projects should be the
goal. Claims that every job must be
individually time - studied or that standards not so based should be used only
until a "real" time study can be taken,
should not be given credence. Reports
built on such shaky foundations will
eventually flounder for lack of time
study men, to say nothing of inaccurate and conflicting results.
In the second place, how will standards be applied? If the production
engineering function is organized on
a project basis, there may be a large
AUGUS T , 1932

number of project planners applying
standards to the various projects according to individual interpretations.
Since these individuals have a variety
of responsibilities —all of which are
more "urgent" than standards —the
reports will be doomed to failure. Obviously the job must be centralized in
a single unit charged with the sole responsibility of developing and applying standards.
Finally how will the standards be
changed, either to reflect more accurate data or changed operating conditions? Good standards are maintained,
not set and forgotten. The reporting
scheme must include a daily report to
the standards group of significant discrepancies (i.e. abnormally low or
high efficiencies) and regular follow up. Also it must include provision for
1329
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EXHIBIT 3

controlled change of standards when
required.
Incorporating the control of standards change into labor reporting will
furnish assurance of a continuing proj-

dispatching staff uses the traveler both

ect, which cannot otherwise be provided.

keeping department. Here are some

Time- Keeping, Produ ction Cou nts,
and Labor Coding

Production is initiated through the
use of a shop traveler prepared by the
production engineering department. A
separate traveler, showing the operational sequence and location, is prepared for each part and assembly required, and is forwarded to the scheduling department where quantities and
schedule data are entered and the traveler sent to the production floor. The
1530

to control the flow of and identify

materials in process.
Labor reporting begins with the
pick -up of actual times by the timeof the pitfalls to be avoided in this
operation.
I. Timekeeping must be an independent
function. Suggestions to eliminate this
function and allow production employees
to keep their own time should be studied
carefully. Oft en the end result of such
proposals is to stop keeping time.
2. Loading odd jobs on timekeepers to
take up "slack" should be discouraged.
Any assignment which adds to "desk
time" subtracts from time available "on
the floor."
3. W hile the method of time pick -up will
vary with the type of operation, timekeepers should be trained to identi fy as
many operations as possible without aid
of paperwork. Such training will provide
more accurate reporting, both through
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EXHIBIT 4
verification of pick -up and as an aid in
training new employees.
4. No matter how well- trained timekeepers
are, the presence of identifying paperwork at the scene of each operation is
required.

Exhibit 1 illustrates the Daily Labor
Distribution Card which is filled in
by the timekeeping department for
each operator. The card is prepunched
with employee badge number, name,
department, and shift. A single line
is used for each labor charge. Data
for columns covering cost center,
charge (i.e. either job number or indirect labor account), part, and operation number are obtained from the
shop traveler. Quantity of production
is entered from a count mad e by the
production employee, verified by the
timekeeper. Adequate consideration of
the problem of the count is not within
the scope of this paper. Not only does
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it plague reporting of hourly paid employees but also most incentive
schemes. In job lot production, overall
control can be obtained from the total
quantity on each order.
Coding of labor time (column
headed "C" on Exhibit 1) for later
use in efficiency reporting is determined in accord with the following
classifications:
Code 0— Actu a l ho u r s o n st a n da r d. T h i s incl u des all time e x p e n d e d
o n th e p l a n n e d (a s sh o wn by iden tify in g tra vel er) op er a ti on s of the job,
pr o v id e d th e tools a n d fa cilities design a t ed a re fu n c t io n i n g pro pe rl y.
C o d e 1— Actua l ho u r s off st a n d a r d .
T h i s i n c l u d e s a l l u n p l a n n ed o p e r a t i o n s
of

the

job, in c lu d in g re -work, tem-

po r a r y o p er a ti o ns, a n d ope ra tio ns perfo r m e d wi t h o u t t h e d e si g n a t e d t o o l i n g
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A card file of current standards for
each department is maintained on a
Standard Record Card (Exhibit 3 ) .
As new jobs are opened, travelers are

checked for:
I. Unauthorized changes.
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2. Omissions.
3. Change in operational sequence.

Authorized changes in standards are
controlled through use of a Stand N.A.C.A. BULL ETIN
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EXH IBIT 6

ards Change Notice (Exhibit 4). If a
change is called for on a particular
date, only a change notice must be
processed to make it effective. If standard for a basic operation has been restudied and a change is indicated, it
may be necessary to adjust several hundred individual standards. In the absence of central control, this would
mean "hunting up" all affected job

quantity of production, setup allowance is added, efficiency on each operation is calculated, and the cards are
sorted and run by department and

travelers and making the changes
within one day. Hence, if company
organization is along product lines
and if the idea of controlling standards is new, the card file of current
standards is invaluable.
After application of standards, the
distribution cards are sent to the tab-

Abn or mal Ef tlenc y Report

ulating department. This is done once
a day at five o'clock and cards for the
shift ending at four o'clock are included. Standards are also applied to
the equipment deficiency reports and
they are distributed to project planners responsible. In the tabulating department, standards are extended by
AUGUST, 1951

cost centers during the second shift.
Detail Departmental Labor Reports
(Exhibit 5) are delivered to the cost
accounting department the following
morning.

The first report drawn from the
tabulating run is an Abnormal Efficiency Report (Exhibit 6 ) . For this
purpose, each departmental listing is
checked for efficiencies (Code 0 only)
which are either abnormally low or
high. These operations are listed and
the report is sent to the standards
group in the methods department.
Progress made in improving standards
will determine the operations to be
listed on this report. For example,
all operations with efficiencies under
20 per cent or over 180 per cent may
be listed. As progress is made, these
1333
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EXHIBIT 7

limits might be adjusted to 30 per
cent and 170 per cent. The cost clerks
post the date of the abnormal efficiency
report in the space provided on the
standards record card. This posting
is used to prepare a standards progress
report to be described.
The standards group investigates operations shown on the abnormal efficiency report, noting those for which
the standards do not need adjustment
because the abnormal efficiency is
caused by an operating condition. Action to correct the other operations is
scheduled and the report is returned
to the cost department. Cost clerks
then cross off dates posted on the
standards record card for operations
on which no correction is planned and
forward the abnormal efficiency report
to department foremen involved. While
1334

this duplicates information available to
department foremen on the detail tabulating run, it serves to draw their
attention to cases of abnormal efficiency, pointing up those which are
caused by operating conditions.
De pa rt m en ta l La b o r R e po r t

A Departmental Labor Report (Exhibit 7) is issued daily before noon.
This report is distributed to department and general foremen and the
methods department. Upon request a
copy of the detail tabulating run is
distributed for use with it.
As said at the start the principle
of responsibility is applied to labor
cost control. Efficiency is calculated on
standard hours only. While this is
not the true efficiency of the department, it is the efficiency over which
N.A.C.A. B U L L E T I N
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EXHIBIT 8

department foremen exercise direct
control. Each operation included in
the calculation is one on which tooling and facilities are in good working
order in the opinion of the department foreman. The equipment deficiency report sent to the Project Planner who is held accountable for off
standard hours (on an analysis of
off standard labor described later),
furnishes assurance that condition of
equipment will not be used by foremen
to manipulate efficiency results.
Often when a program of labor reporting is undertaken, the cost accountant must answer the department
foreman's question "What can be done
with the report now that I have it ?"
Suggested answers are:
I. Become acquainted with how the report
works and what detail information supplementing it is available. Learn the
dollar value of the figures shown so that
significant deviations can be picked out.
2. Review the period covered by the report and note any special occurences
which disrupted department activity
(i.e. "hot" jobs etc.). Keep these events
in mind when analyzing the report.
3. Compare the efficiencies of men working on identical or similar operations.
A U G U S T , 19 52

Are any inefficiencies caused by lack of
training? Are steps being taken to see
that training is provided?
4. On operations on which two or more
men work as a "team ", do some combinations yield better efficiencies than
others?
5. Pass the information contained in the
report on to department personnel. Be
quick to praise those who are deserving. Use the report to inspire competition.
b. Concentrate attention on operations
for which efficiency is uniformly low.
However, do not ignore high efficiencies, as study of these operations
may reveal information which is useful
in raising overall department efficiency.
Weekly Production Labor Report

The daily departmental reports are
summarized into a Weekly Production
Labor Report (Exhibit 8), which is
distributed to management personnel.
The principle feature of this report is
the use of two efficiency percentages
in measuring production hours. As
has been noted, "true" efficiency is not
obtained just by comparing "on standard" actual hours with standard hours
applicable to it. Total standard hours
must be compared with total production hours (Code 0 and 1) . Both on
1333
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EXHIBIT 9

standard and total efficiency percentages are shown on the weekly report
in order to highlight the cost of unplanned operations. This avoids unjustified criticism of department foremen and guides management attention
to the area of cost where planning
and coordination is most applicable.
To furnish detailed information
about the cause of the difference between the two efficiency percentages,
an Analysis of Off Standard Labor
(Exhibit 9) is prepared and distributed to management and project personnel. Project planners have already
received the equipment deficiency reports covering operations on which
tooling and facilities were not working properly. These are noted at the
bottom of the off standard labor analysis to provide follow -up mechanism
and to show the amount of off standard labor not covered by deficiency
reports. Project planners are assigned
responsibility to investigate and take
1536

necessary action on all off standard
labor, regardless of cause.
Standards Progress Report

Progress in refining standards is
measured with a Standards Progress
Report (Exhibit 10). The importance
of this report cannot be stressed too
much. Data given under "number of
operations covered by standards"
shows the composition of all standards
currently in use and whether any
progress is being made towards the
objective of having all operations covered by engineered standards.
"Number of changes processed" is
the "production report" of the standards group during the drive to achieve
standards coverage. With a quantity
of changes, the effect on efficiency as
reported elsewhere must be known. The
"per cent" reported here can be added
or subtracted from plant efficiency to
determine actual progress over an extended period. Without this figure, no
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN
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EXHI BI T 10

real determination as to improvement
in labor efficiency can be made. The
quantity of "abnormal efficiencies reported and outstanding" is given to
show whether the standards program
is achieving the goal of improving
quality of standards and to insure that
the reports are being followed by
action.
Data for this report can be easily recorded each day as changes are made
to the standards file, so that issuance of
the report is a matter of bringing forward last month's totals with the current month's changes.
Piece Rates Do Not Limit
Labor Reporting

Although the reports described in
this paper are specialized for particular
circumstances, readers are urged to conA U G U S T , 19 5 2

sider their wider application to other
industries. Even where piece rates are
in use, information relating to both
on standard (i.e. on incentive) and
total efficiency can be used to good
advantage. Likewise attention to all of
the factors likely to "change" standards
will avoid rates going "sour," with the
corresponding increase in day work.
The volume of detail in labor reporting should not deter the cost accountant from doing the job, whether
punched card machines are available or
not. Nor should the number of reports
to be issued cause concern, as most of
them are prepared with one writing.
Whatever the reports, a prior analysis
of responsibilities and prior provision
for sound measurement will yield a
more flexible and hence more useful
result.
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THE

COST

SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS
FOR PROFIT

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
The field of industrial accounting and
the broader field of "management" are permeated with innu merable factors, formulas,
principles, and other devices intended to
bring about, evaluate, and promulgate a desirable status of profitability from operations.
As evidenced in the article, "Paradoxes
in Applying Profit Planning Doctrines,"
N.A.C.A. Bulletin, Ju ne, 19 5 r, I ha ve long
been searching for some simplified formula
for the production of profits which might
be generally applied. In further search for
the simple answer, I have found my perusals forced into the broader channels of
marketing, economics, philosophy, and have
just about ended up by drawing solace
from some of the thoughts in a book entitled, "Strategy in Poker, Business and
Wa r" by John McDona ld. These can perhaps be summed up in the one quotation
from this book which states, 'Businessmen
play a mixed game of skill and chance,
the a verage results of which are not k nown
to the players who take a hand."
As of now, the simplest form to which
I can reduce an equation for profits is to
the two simultaneous equations shown below which must be solved by any single
enterprise simultaneously for itself:
Simultaneous Equations for Profits
I. Market plus Plant plus Management
= Philosophy.
2. Philosophy plus Policy plus Figures
= Profits.
This may appear to be rather ethereal
to hard - bitten accountants and manage-
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meats concerned with the production of
profits in the workaday world. However,
if the two equations are viewed as an
evaluation of the attitude and approach to
the securing of profits rather than the actual
way to secure profits, the two equations assume the cloak of practicability.
Too often the accountant is expected to,
is required to, or attempts to, "figure for
profits" without knowing the significance
of the market, plant, management philosophy and polity factors appearing in the
two simultaneous equations and which must
be solved to result in profits. Thus, the
practical worth of this letter must perhaps
be limited to pointing out the need for
and suggesting the adoption of the basic
concept in the minds of both a "management" separate from accounting, and the
"accountant" separate from management,
that they must understand each other and,
between the two of them, know in what
direction they are trying to go.
With this in mind, examine the elements of the simultaneous equations. Actually, all they do is simply state that,
other than in freak or short -term cases, no
business can hope to be continuously successful unless it knows the markets it will
operate in and all that this implies, the
plants —which here broadly includes the
entire organization as well —it is going to
operate with and through, and the management which is going to lay the course
and set forth the broad principles of direction. Knowledge of these elements results
in a broad philosophy, which can and
must be reduced to less broad policies
which then guide the course of the figuring. Illustratively, what ha s just been said

N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

might be stated in simple terms as shown
below, using three factors of the second

ing setup for short -term and near longterm future operations.

equation. It must be understood that similar statements to these that apply to the
three factors of the second equation are
equally applicable to the three factors of
the first equation:

Hit or miss marketing endeavor —
a. No definite decision whether to distribute any one or all products nationally, semi - nationally, or locally.
b. No definite distribution policy as to
class of market or customer outlet to
be served.
c. Non - analytical marketing work -load
assignments to territories, resulting
in some territories actually having
five -to- ten -men work loads and others
having one - fourth to one -half man
work loads, yet each being serviced
by one man.
d. No definite distribution and /or price
policy for each product.
e. Hit or miss product development endeavor, resulting in unbalanced lines
either too complex or not complex
enough, and a hodge -podge mix of
new, semi -new, semi - obsolete, and
obsolete products.

I. The philosophy is necessary—
a. To tell you what to aim at.
b. To tell you what policies must be
formed.
c. To tell you what kind of a game you
are going to play.
d. To tell you what kind of a crowd
you will associate with.
e. To tell you what league you will be
in.
2. The policies are necessary—
a. To tell you the rules of the game.
b. To tell you the size of the field.
c. To tell you how to figure.
d. To tell you whether you will use the
T- formation or the single wing.
e. To tell you whether to "press" or
"quick- break" or "stall."
3. The figures are necessary—
a. To diagram the plays.
b. To show each man what he does on
each play.
c. To enable you to "practice" for
offense or defense.
d. To shape the philosophy and the
policy to the actual conditions of
market, plant, and management.
e. To evaluate the effects of your broad
strategy and the specific tactics.
The subject of this letter which, at first
glance, seemed such a simple thing, becomes
upon examination of the many actual situations, something which, if simple, is often
overlooked in actual practice. To stress
the point, a few signs or symptoms are
listed below which can quickly be noted to
indicate the lack of the considered application of these formulas for profit. Some
of these are:
1. No properly formed or crystallized organizations and clarifications of duties
and authorities of the separate units.
2. No formal overall planning or forecastA U G U S T , 19 32

4. Hit or miss plant endeavor —
a. Original or few central plants which
"grew like Topsy," resulting in inefficient manufacture, some new and
some obsolete machinery and methods, excessive material handling and
interplant handling, crowded working conditions, and "Rube Goldberg"
processes and equipment.
b. Either no standard methods or so
many standard methods for performing operations as to result in actually no standard methods.
C. Improperly industrial- engineered and
industrial- accounted operations.
d. Plant locations non - synchronized with
(either or both) marketing volume
distribution and /or material and
labor supply.
e. Improper accounting for present
product and operating costs and not
sufficient awareness of studied evaluation of the effect of investment costs
on present equipment, at both acquisition and current (or near future)
replacement values.
5. "Under the hat" or "seat of pants"
rule -of -thumb administration, with most
decisions of both minor and major
nature made largely on hunch —
a. Separate divisions (whether formally or informally defined) working in
the dark insofar as overall objective
is concerned.
15 3 9

b. Accountants figuring without philosophy or policy to guide them.
c. Product development, research, experimental, advertising, and merchandising projects so spasmodically
developed and worked on that they
seem to pop up like mushrooms in
the haphazard pattern of nature.
6. The independent attitude or action of
merrily sailing along in the open seas
of national markets with no real or
studied analysis of the tempo of the
individual enterprise activities or of the
tempo of the industry or industries at
large in the general area in which operations are being carried on—
a. Unawareness of industry potential
and capacity or of the changing
aspects of these.
b. Unawareness of the major cost factors, such as activity level, supply of
raw material, and others which prevail throughout the industry in relation to the single enterprise.
c. Unawareness of the empirical evidence of supply, demand, price, and
profit on investment factors of the
industry and the relationship of present price and merchandising policies
to the industry and the effects these
may have presently and in the future
on both the single enterprise and the
entire industry.

In all fairness, it must also be said that
in some enterprises, there is evidence of the
attempt to solve these two simultaneous
equations and even, in some instances, in
almost entire industries.
The industrial accountant can best perform for his management if both he and
the management will approach the broad
problem of their profits from the standpoint of complete information and understanding between them, and the concerted
endeavor on both their parts to develop
each factor of the two equations to the
fullest extent possible and, together, to
work out the solution to the two equations
simultaneously for the profit of their own
enterprise.
NORMAN A. COAN,
Northern Wisconsin Chapter
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AN APPLICATION OF STATISTICAL
QUALITY CONTROL TO PAYROLL
CALCULATIONS

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
PRIOR TO TH E I N TR O D UC TI O N of the
quality control sample plan, all payrell
calculations at our factory were subject to
verification. Every figure arrived at by one
clerk was laboriously checked by another.
Even so mistakes quite often remained in
the final amounts. It became apparent that
this procedure was unnecessarily burdensome and a controlled sampling method
was considered as an alternative.
When the dollar volume of weekly payroll (with an increased number of employees and job cards) rose $5,000 from
January to mid -May, one of two courses
was indicated. Either the staff must be
increased by one clerk or methods must be
revised to allow the same number of employees to absorb the additional work. Our
choice was dictated by three factors: cost,
urgency, and quality. Adding personnel
would increase costs. It would be difficult
to find and train on short notice, the kind
of employee needed. The quality of work
produced on the job would decline during
the training period. Over -all efficiency of
the operation would not be improved.
We consulted our chief inspector regarding the details of introducing a sampling plan, and he was most helpful in
formulating our approach to the first application of quality control to office routine
in our organization.
At the outset, we cut the job of verification fifty per cent, checking only half of
the total calculations each day. A record
was made of the date, number of cards
checked, and number of errors discovered,
together with the percentage relationship
of errors to the total. (For the purpose of
comparison, it would have been preferable
to start the record on the hundred per cent
verification, but time did not permit this.)
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During the fiirst two -week period when the
above initial data was being accumulated,
we had no positive control on the operation except the probability of total errors
in relation to known errors, of which few
occurred. The first importa nt resu lt of the
sampling plan was that the clerks, knowing that not all their calculations would
be checked, were more careful than ever
regarding the accuracy of the initial operation, so that pay complaints and adjustments would not be forthcoming to any
considerable extent.
After two weeks the data were taken to
the chief inspector who compu ted the control limits and average error, plotting the
percentage of daily errors against the control line on a graph. The upper control
was set at one per cent of the sample.
Errors found during the period averaged
.48 of one per cent and did not exceed
the control on any day. Theoretically, any
day which went out of control would be
re- checked completely. When the record
for thirty days had been plotted, the graph
and da ily data were again reviewed by the
inspector. The sample daily data were
again reviewed by the inspector. The

sample size was reduced

to twenty -five

per cent of total computation, where it
has remained although, if desirable and
necessary, it could ultimately be cut to ten
per cent.
Following experimentation with varying
sample lot sizes based on twenty-five per
cent of total loss ranging from 850 to
1,100 cards, a standard sample size of 250
was adopted for this range. T he original
computation based on an average error of
.44 per cent resulted in an actual upper
control limt of 1.68 per cent. Since a new
clerk was being trained at the time, the
control limit was reduced to 1.26 per cent
to provide a closer check on the work.
It will be noted from Exhibit 1 that this
arbitrarily reduced control limit was exceeded only once in the ensuing sixty-day
training period.
After several months' data had been accumulated, the average error was found to
be .235 per cent and the upper control
limit 1 .15 per cent, a s shown on the gra ph.
As this was the last revision of the cha rt,
the formula which has been used in all
instances for the p (average defective)
chart, follows in detail.

FORMULA

p± 3V

(1 -p
n

(n 250 Sample size
)
(p. .00235 average defective)
CALCULATION

.00235 ± 3 V .00235 (.99765)
250
.00235 ± 3 V .0023444775
250
.00235 ± 3 V.00' 00' 09' 37' 79' 10' 00'
.00235 ± 3 X .0030623
.00235 + .00918 .01153 or 1.I S% U. C.
.00235 — .00918 — .00683 (when a minus figure results. the lower control is 0)
Standard references which may be used
to obtain details on this subject, which
cannot be fu lly included in this discussion,
A U G U ST , 1932

are, Quality Control Method) (Part Two,
Sections D & E) by C. W. Kennedy, pub lished by Prentice -Hall and also, Slatir1541

tical Quality Control (Chapters One and
Ten) by E. L. Grant, published by McGraw Hill Co.
The continuing benefits of this plan have
produced a far - reaching change in our entire operation in the payroll section. Concretely, the staff (which had faced a work
overload when eighty-three employees were
added to plant payroll) was enabled to
function smoothly and without undue effort until fifty-three more employees had
been hired in the factory or a total increase of 136 above the number whose pay
they were computing at the beginning of
the year.
At this point an additional clerk was
hired, after careful selection from several
applications, and fitted into the routine on
the job of verifying the sample calculations
and other related work. Subsequently, 96
more employees were added to payroll and
the present staff is handling this increase
easily, with every indication of being able
to absorb more work if necessary. Based
on previous experience, it is evident that
we are saving the cost of at least one additional clerk. Time saved from the old,
cumbersome re -check has benefited the cost
section and others who use the job cards
after payroll processing.
Even more important than the lowered

cost of operation and time factor, is the
improvement in quality, efficiency, and general pride in workmanship which the quality control plan has developed.
E. S. JUDSON, Elmira Area Chapter
USEFUL VARIANCE ANALYSIS IN A
JOBBING FOUNDRY

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
A L L T O O O F T E N cost accountants readily
supply management with the "what" information but not the "why ". Information
is furnished to all concerned with what
happened in Department X last month but
not why it happened. We have developed
a technique here in our organization to
eliminate this shortcoming and believe that
it can be used by other job shops also.
We manufacture five different types of
castings in our jobbing foundry, for which
we have different standards and, for that
reason, also have different pricing formulas,
since we use our standards in the formula.
Below is an example of what a general
analysis of one month's nickel alloy breakdown might look like. It must be kept in
mind that as many as four hundred different nickel alloy jobs might have been
worked on during the month but the pricing
formula should be the same for each one.

NICKEL ALLOY CASTING ANALYSIS -NOVEMBER 1951

Total
Selling & Administration Overhead
Metal used 289,760 lbs.
Total
Profit
Total sales
1542

200%
300%
225%
25%

10%

ACTUAL

VARIANCE

20,138
9,350
18,700
6,880
20,640
5,180
11,655

23,608
9,540
22,490
7,060
21,250
5,280
10,935

$ 3,470
190
3,790
180
610
100
(720)

$ 92,543
23,136
80,600

$100,163
22,988
83,700

$ 7,620
(148)
3,100

$196,279
19,628

$206,851
4,466

$10,572
15,162

$215,907

$211.317

$ 4,590

$

.075

STANDARD
DOLLARS
$

STANDARD

Melting 268,500 lbs.
Molding Direct labor
Overhead
Core
Direct labor
Overhead
Clean Director labor
Overhead
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with pounds produced, reveals that the cost
variance is not due to excessive waste or
"shrinkage," since it did not exceed a
standard of nine per cent. So it must be
that metal ingot costs were not properly
absorbed in our billing. The customer
breakdown is then used again to assist us
in finding where the problem exists.
There appear to be two more major variance items which contributed to out profit
variance, namely melting cost and molding
overhead. The melting cost breakdown is
analyzed simply as follows:
STANDARD
DOLLARS

Labor
Su plies

.025
.020

Mfg. Expense Fixed
Variable

.020

6,713
5,370
2,685
5,370

.075

$20,138

.010

This breakdown points out to us what
individual items of cost within overall
melting cost were responsible for the $3,470
variance which our first breakdown revealed. This is important to management
as well as to the melting department supervisors. In this instance, the melting department would go to work on its supply
problem first and on its furnace repair
problem (the major item of the manufacturing expense - variable cost) next in

Molding overhead

STANDARD
200 %'

Labor
Supplies
Mfg. Exp. -Fixed
- Variable
General

97%
21%
30%
38%
14%

ACTUAL

6,942
7,715
2,520
6,431

$23,608

VARIANCE

229
2,345
)165)
1,061

$3,470

order to eliminate the department's variance
loss.

The labor variance for the month

illustrated was small and need not have
the attention that the other two items mu st
have.

The fixed expenses were slightly

over - absorbed, which indicates that the production for the month exceeded the break even point volume.
The molding overhead cost is analyzed
as follows:
STANDARD
DOLLARS

ACTUAL

VARIANCE

$11,140
2,380
2,875
3,840
2,255

$2,070
417
70
287
946

200%
$18,700
Total
*The standard allowance is 20 0% of molding direct labor.

$22,490

$3,790
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$

9,070
1,963
2,805
3,553
1,309

"

"

$

.075

"

Melting 268,500 lbs.

Total

jobs were improperly

priced.
Next we check the metal cost variance.
A glance at the pounds used, compared

$

STANDARD

ers reveals which

$

This procedure reveals a profit variance
of $15,162 and a lso ena bles us to note immediately what caused the loss.
First we check the sales figures to determine whether the pricing and sales departments have obtained the proper selling
prices. In the illustration, it is noted that
we should have had sales of $2 15,907 but
had only $211,317 or a shortage of $4,590.
W e break down our product sales by customer (see N.A.C.A. Bulletin, March 15,
1948, "Determining Costs by Customers
In A Multi -Metal jobbing Foundry" by
Betty Gay Wi se) . Such an examination
usually reveals what customers' pricing was
not according to formula. A further research into the job costs for those custom-
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This analysis discloses the problem
which the department has with high labor
cost. The supply cost situation also needs

of this could be where a department has

some attention. But another important revelation places a variance cost problem right

dred dollars.
A computation is also ma de ea ch month
to reconcile the difference, if any, between
standard scrap allowance and actual scrap
loss.

at management's own door step, i.e. the
$946 variance of general expenses allocated
to the molding department. General expenses are comprised of heating, plant
guard, watchmen, over -all maintenance, personnel, timekeeping, methods, etc., costs.
The molding department supervisor cannot
be held primarily responsible for this variance in his department overhea d. Management must survey these other costs and
have them reduced or justified.
The core, cleaning, and selling and administrative overheads are analyzed by department break down, just as is the molding
de p ar t m e n t . T h i s i s i mp o rt a nt , e v e n t h o ugh
the over -all vari ance ap pe ar s to be smal l .
T h e ne t vari ance coul d be l ow a n d sti ll

one item of the overhead could be out of
line but be offset by a lower -than- standard
performance on another item. One example

b

�
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heavy activity during the month and over absorbs the fixed expenses by several hun-

We feel that the a na lyses outlined above
are important and valuable. They point
out very simply where the profit variances
come from. They show each supervisor
where his problem is. They make it clear
who is responsible for a departmental variance. They can also be used to forecast or
budget future operations. From production
department scheduling, we can ascertain
direct labor and pounds produced requirements. Then we apply our standards to
determine our indirect cost needs for any
period of time in the future. These a nalyses
supply to ma na gement not only the "wha t"
and the "why ", but also the "where ".
MERLIN H. BIRK, Milwaukee Chapter

